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Sequencing technologies have revolutionized the study of genomes by generating
high throughput data for various studies which are not cost-efficient when done with
Sanger sequencing. The first step in analyzing these high throughput data is often to
find the original location from which the data reads are sequenced from a reference
genome. Moreover, references genomes can be very large (human genome ~3.2GB).
This calls for better methodologies in aligning reads onto a reference genome.
In this thesis, we present three methodologies in producing accurate alignments of
DNA-sequencing reads with bisulfite-induced nucleotide conversion, DNA-
sequencing reads with mismatches and gaps, and RNA-sequencing reads with
intronic spliced junctions.
Our first contribution is BatMeth; a fast, sensitive and accurate aligner for DNA-
sequencing reads derived from sodium bisulfite treatment. BatMeth is designed to
handle both base-space and color-space bisulfite-treated reads. Based on List-
Filtering, Mismatch-Stage-Filtering, BatMeth was able to avoid examining spurious
hits and improve the efficiency and specificity of our alignment. Our experiments
also show that BatMeth can produce better methylation callings across samples of
different bisulfite conversion rates.
BatAlign is our next contribution which can align DNA-sequencing reads in the
presence of both mismatches and insert-delete (indel) accurately. Two novel
xstrategies called Reverse-Alignment and Deep-Scan are developed to enable the
efficient reporting of accurate alignments for these reads. Reverse-Alignment starts
the alignment of a read by looking for the most probable preliminary alignments
incrementally. Deep-Scan refines the preliminary alignments by searching for a
targeted subset of less probable alignments to better distinguish the best alignment
from the rest. BatAlign was able to achieve competitive runtime efficiency with
SIMD-enabled Smith-Waterman algorithm for the extension of seeds from a long
read in our seed-and-extend strategy.
Our last contribution is BatRNA is designed to recover splice alignment of a RNA-
sequencing read sensitively and efficiently. As RNA-sequencing datasets can have
very varying mixture of exonic and spliced reads in them, BatAlign was introduced in
BatRNA as a pre-mapping tool to draft up the possible spliced sites of the genome.
After which, we filtrate the reads from the mappings of BatAlign to be mapped by
BatRNA for possible spliced alignments of the reads. The resultant mappings from
both BatAlign and BatRNA are considered for the final alignment of a read.
Compared with other popular and recent RNA-sequencing aligners, BatRNA was
able to produce very sensitive and accurate alignments in a dataset of mixed exonic
and spliced reads, while maintaining competitive runtimes.
In summary, we have developed various methodologies to align reads on to a
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Earth has been brimming with life for as long as we can remember. Being intellectually
revolutionized agents, it is imminent for us to question and understand the ravels of life.
As some may have known it as “The Code of Life”, DNA has been understood to be the
determinant material that guides the molecular operations and propagation of organisms.
Pioneers such as Charles Darwin and Gregor Mendel first studied the rules of such
propagates between the years of 1856 and 1865.
In 1859, Charles Darwin published his theory of evolution with inspiring evidences in a
book titled “On the Origin of Species” [1]. He showed that all species of life have
descended from common ancestors and rejected competing explanations of species being
transmuted from one and another. This scientific theory proposed a branching pattern of
evolution for different species resulted from a process, which he has coined as Natural
Selection. While the theory of Natural Selection was centered on the communal pressure
for survival in an ecosystem, Gregor Mendel focused on the passing of phenotypes from
2parents to its offsprings of the same species. Mendel’s experiments on plant hybridization
led to the understandings on how the propagation of dominant and recessive phenotypes
in a species was carried out in the form of inheritable materials [2], which we now call it
as genes. It was not until 1940s that Darwin’s theory of Natural Selection and Mendel’s
Law of Inheritance were combined to give rise to evolutionary biology.
DNA is made up of genes, which gave phenotypic traits to an organism. It was first
isolated as a weak acid and was identified as the genetic material in 1944 by Oswald
Avery, Colin MacLeod and Maclyn McCarty [3]. Within the next decade, science
celebrated the ground-breaking discovery on the structure of DNA with the publication of
three papers by Nature: one from James Watson and Francis Crick of Cambridge
University that proposed the double helix sugar-phosphate backbone structure of the
DNA [4], and two accompanying papers from Franklin Rosalind [5] and Maurice Wilkins
[6] of King’s College, London, who used X-ray diffraction images to support the helical
structure of DNA.
After the DNA double helix structure was discovered, scientists moved on to investigate
the contents of what it holds, in particular, the sequences of nucleotides that form genes.
DNA was sequenced for the first time in early 1970s by Frederick Sanger [7], Walter
Gilbert and Allan Maxam [8], and were published independently in 1977. Sanger
sequencing was the first established method to sequence long stretches of DNA and had
partially been used to produce the first draft of the human genome, known as the Human
Genome Project (HGP), starting from 1990 and to its completion in 2003 with a working
draft of the human genome [9].
3Due to the influx of funding and talent into the field of genomics, huge advances in
sequencing technologies were achieved and also gave rise to a new generation of
sequencing technologies which we call second-generation sequencing (SGS) technologies.
With SGS technologies at the disposal of scientists, landmark projects were launched.
After the HGP, scientists went on to sequence the genomic sequences of a wide variety of
species from various clades such as mammal, nematode and insect. Some examples
included humans of different ethnic groups and different strains of influenza viruses.
Alongside with DNA sequencing projects, Human Encyclopedia of DNA Elements
(ENCODE) project was also launched in 2003 to build a comprehensive list of functional
elements of the human genome. ENCODE projects encompassed the studies of genetic
elements that acted at the RNA level, protein level, and regulatory elements that control
cellular functions[10]. As of 2012, ENCODE had claimed to have assigned biochemical
functions for 80% of the human genome [11].
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DNA sequencing is the process of determining the precise order of nucleotides within a
DNA molecule. In 1977, the first whole DNA sequence was obtained, from the entire
genome of bacteriophage Φ–X174, using chain-termination methods [12]. This
sequencing method was developed in 1975 by Sanger [13] and followed independently
by Maxam and Gilbert in 1977. The Maxam-Gilbert method was more laborious and
hazardous to handle, as the chemicals used in the sequencing procedures were more
radioactive than Sanger’s method. Due to these reasons, Sanger sequencing became
dominant and was representative of first-generation sequencing methods. Even till now,
Sanger sequencing is still practiced due to the longer read-lengths, ~800 bases in average,
4that it can generate as compared to ~100 bases long reads from Illumina GA IIx machines
[14]. Sample preparation for Sanger sequencing starts by generating randomly sized
fragments from the same DNA fragment. The ends of these differently sized fragments
are then labeled respectively with one of the four fluorescent dyes which substitutes for
each of the four nucleotides of the DNA – adenine, cytosine, guanine and thymine. Next,
the dye-ended fragments are ran across an agarose gel and will be separated by their
lengths. Lastly, the sequence of the DNA sample is determined from the last base of the
fragments as depicted by the order of their relative positions in the gel. Although, this
method can be fully automated to sequence long stretches of DNA, it still took about 13
years and three billion dollars to produce the first working draft of the human genome for
the HGP. The main drawback of Sanger sequencing is that the throughput of each run is
too low to perform in-depth studies on the complex dynamics of the human genome.
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This wave of technologies aimed to offer numerous advantages over Sanger sequencing
in the form of (1) shorter runtime (increasing sequencing speed); (2) higher throughput
(sequencing more bases within shorter periods of time); (3) cheaper sequencing costs
(less reagents were needed for the experiments) and (4) higher accuracy (enabling
discovery of rare-occurring variants).
The second generation of sequencing (SGS) was first described by two publications in
2005 [15, 16]. The initial impacts that polony sequencing had brought about was the
lower sequencing costs and the potential for scientists to capture the complex dynamics
of the genome at high resolutions. A year later, two Cambridge scientists developed the
Solexa 1G sequencer and it was able to produce a throughput of 1 giga-base in a single
experimental run for the first time in history using reversible terminator chemistry [17].
In the same year of 2006, Agencourt was purchased by Applied Biosystems which
5introduced SOLiD sequencing [18] which too had the ability to sequence a genome as
complex as the human genome. Other SGS technologies include Roche 454
pyrosequencing [19], IonTorrent semiconductor sequencing [20], DNA nanoball
sequencing [21] and Heliscope single molecule sequencing [22]. With most SGS
technologies, strands of identical DNA were anchored to a fixed location to be read by a
sequential series of label-scan-wash cycles. Each of this cycle will yield a read-base and
will no longer continue when the series of label-scan-wash cycles fall below a threshold
of quality. Due to the high density of DNA that can be packed into a single sequencing
template platform, the throughput from such technologies far exceeded of those of Sanger
sequencing [14]. This has directly made quantification of transcripts, genome-wide
methylation profiling and many other studies possible.
More cost-effective methods were also developed to compromise between the competing
goals of genome-wide coverage and cost-effective targeted-coverage. An example will be




Sanger sequencing and SGS technologies have by far revolutionized the field of
genomics. However, there are still aspects of genome biology that are still beyond the
capabilities of SGS technologies. The main shortcomings of SGS technologies are the
long runtime (a few days), short read-lengths and potentially high sequence bias and/or
sequencing errors. The large number of label-scan-wash cycles required to generate a
read has to be synchronized and a lot of overhead has resulted before the next subsequent
cycle can start. This caused the time needed to generate viable reads of long read-lengths
to be long. It is also due to the fact that the label-scan-wash cycles have to be
synchronized in-between cycles. This means that the yield of each step of the series of
6cycles will be <100% as the cycles can get “dephased” and out-of-synchronization which
produce erroneous reads. As such, this causes an increase in sequencing errors as the read
elongates during sequencing. This “dephasing” problem also caused the average read
lengths generated by SGS technologies to be generally less than the lengths achieved by
Sanger sequencing. Another source of read errors comes in the form of sequencing bias
that results from PCR amplification [25] as a direct consequence from an intermediate
step in SGS technologies. In view of these shortcomings of SGS technologies, single-
molecule sequencing (SMS) technology is being developed for the scientific community.
Unlike sequencing-by-synthesis (SBS) technologies in SGS, SMS interrogates single
molecules of DNA, using SBS too, in an asynchrony manner. In this manner, tens of
thousands of reads can be sequenced within hours as compared to days as needed with
SGS technologies. In addition, since molecules are interrogated individually, there is no
need to amplify the DNA sample prior to sequencing by SGS technologies. This
eliminates amplification bias or defects that may be introduced by PCR amplification.
The nucleotides used in SGS technologies are usually ‘color-coded’ with a dye and this
makes them different from the natural-occurring nucleotides that made up DNA. This
chemical bias is further removed in SMS technologies and the reagent used to replace the
dyed nucleotides is none other than DNA polymerase itself that is responsible for DNA
synthesis.
The main idea in SMS comes from the tangible measurements that can be measured when
the new DNA fragment is synthesized upon the template fragment. The measurements
can then be interpreted as an ordered sequence of nucleotides. Some technologies of this
new generation are based on but are not limited to the use of nanopores, tunneling





Little was known about the functions of DNA when it was identified as the genetic
materials of organisms in 1944. It was also unclear on how DNA polymorphisms played
a part in the molecular functions of the cells in an organism. It was not until 1956 when
Vernon Ingram successfully associated a single amino acid substitution with Sickle Cell
Disease [26]. Since then, scientists have moved forward with the intention to better
understand diseases caused by genetic variations and to discover new ways to treat them
[27]. Other common genetic diseases include Cystic Fibrosis, Glucose-6 Phosphate
Dehydrogenase deficiency and Color Blindness.
Genetic diseases were first thought to be direct causal of mutations in the DNA. This
thought could not be more wrong. The transcription of DNA to RNA and translation of
RNA to proteins can also be affected by the products of its own processes. The study on
the causal effects of the DNA and its products other than the changes in the underlying
sequence is now termed as epigenetics [28]. The two epigenetic modifications to the
genome are histone modifications and DNA methylation [29].
Regardless of genomic or epigenetic factors, the important challenge is to understand the
mechanisms that control the expression of genes in a genome. By learning about these
processes, we can uncover more ways to treat, cure or even prevent adverse phenotypes
from a diseased genome.
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Due to the limitations of technology, the sequenced reads is almost always shorter than
genomes that are to be sequenced. As such, from the raw sequenced reads of a sample to
downstream analysis in the dry-lab, the common step in most processing pipelines is to
8map the sequenced reads onto a reference genome. In the field of genomics, the two most
front-line computational tasks are 1) mapping reads back onto a reference genome and 2)
de novo or guided assembly of the genome with sequenced reads to produce a reference
for sequenced reads to be mapped on. These tasks are generally the most computationally
intensive tasks in the pipelines and the problem is made worse by the voluminous amount
of data that needs to be processed (~600 Gb in a single run).
Figure 1.1. General workflow on sequencing reads
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One can see the problem of mapping a read onto a reference genome as a computational
problem of matching a short query string to a large database of reference text. The
objective is to find the original location from where the read was supposed to originate
9from the reference genome. The challenges of alignment of SGS reads are composed of
different error profiles of sequenced reads from different sequencing technologies, short
read lengths (reads from SGS can be ~36 bases long), large reference length which the
reads need to be mapped on and the voluminous data that are generated from SGS
machines [30]. Since mapping the reads is a prelude to many downstream analyses such
as and not restricted to variant-callings, quantification of rare transcripts and annotation
of epigenetic factors on the DNA, it is important to map the sequenced reads with high
sensitivity, specificity and speed.
Many scientists and classic software have tackled this problem. For instance, BLAST [31]
(~50k citation count) and BLAT [32] have shown the demand and impact of
bioinformatics in the understanding of genomic data. However, classic legacy software
cannot handle SGS well as they are initially not designed for SGS reads. Therefore, new
methods have to be developed to handle SGS reads. This thesis aims to report on new
algorithms that we have developed to align SGS reads with high sensitivity, specificity
and speed.
1.6 65;90)<;0656-;/,:0:
The first contribution of this thesis was the development of BatMeth, which is a fast and
efficient algorithm for the alignment of bisulfite-treated DNA sequencing reads back onto
a genome allowing mismatches. BatMeth is based an exact algorithm, namely BatMis,
for the alignment of reads onto a genome allowing mismatches. Preliminary hits to a read
are not aligned but counted from the FM-index representation of the reference genome to
which the reads are being mapped. By designing the appropriate heuristics, BatMeth has
shown to be an improved aligner in our benchmarks. In addition, it was also shown to
have less bias when mapping bisulfite treated samples across a wide range of bisulfite
conversion rates on both Illumina base-space and SOLiD color space reads.
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The second contribution was the development of BatAlign for the accurate alignments of
DNA sequencing reads by allowing both mismatches and indels. The algorithm of
BatAlign was designed to discriminate between polymorphisms and sequencing errors
with high precision. The main novelty is that a long seed (75 bp) is used to find hits of
increasing alignment cost incrementally, while allowing at most 5 mismatches and 1 gap
at the same time, with an exact solution. The initial method for aligning short reads (~100
bases) was also extended to handle longer reads of (150-250 bases). I have designed all
the other main algorithmic components of BatAlign. In addition, I have also designed and
performed almost all the experiments found in the paper describing BatAlign (Guan
Peiyong helped out by supplying me with a RSVsim-rearranged reference genome for
one part of the experiments). This is a joint work with Dr Chandana Tennakoon. Dr
Chandana developed the data structures used to pair reads efficiently and the function
needed to calculate the mapping quality of resultant alignments. BatAlign was
benchmarked on a wide class of simulated and real reads and have shown to be more
accurate than other popular aligners in terms of mapping accuracy on published PCR-
validated structural variation in hepatocellular carcinoma.
The third contribution was the development of BatRNA for the alignment of reads while
allowing mismatches, indels and large intronic gaps to be present in a single read too.
The main novelty of BatRNA is that it is a hybrid method between exon-first and split-
and-extend approaches. This is also a joint work with Dr Chandana Tennakoon. Dr
Chandana has designed the recursive step of the BatRNA algorithm to look for putative
seeding alignments of the query read. However, this recursive step was biased towards
introducing intronic gaps into the alignment of RNA-seq reads and is very
computationally expensive to perform. I have performed the empirical analytical study on
picking the appropriate seed-length and mismatch-number to be used with the recursive
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algorithm. I have also extended his algorithm to selectively realign, by using a
deterministic quality filter, the preliminary alignments reported by BatAlign to undergo
the recursive splicing algorithm to obtain the final spliced alignment of reads spanning
across exon-exon boundaries. Benchmarks showed that BatRNA gives sensitive and
accurate mappings in a mixed sample of exonic and spliced reads across varying read
lengths.
In summary, we have developed three novel alignment algorithms on improved data
structures for the efficient and accurate mappings of sequencing reads from various
genomic contexts. BatMeth was published in Genome Biology (I as first author, Impact
Factor: 10.5) and BatAlign (accepted and in press) will appear in Nuclei Acid Research (I
as first author, Impact Factor: 8.808).
1.7 !9.(50A(;0656-;/,;/,:0:
The remaining contents of the thesis are organized as follows. Chapter 2 presents a
preliminary of biological background and survey of SGS technologies required for the
proper understandings of the thesis. Chapter 3 will present the survey of bisulfite-treated
DNA-seq aligners, gapped DNA-seq aligners and spliced RNA-seq aligners in their
respective subsections. Chapters 4-6 describe our algorithms for the improved alignment
of bisulfite-treated DNA-seq reads, gapped DNA-seq reads and spliced RNA-seq reads
respectively. Chapter 7, the last chapter, will conclude the thesis with a summary of all
the presented work and a brief discussion on the possible future developments which still









Figure 2.1. Schematic diagram of a typical animal cell
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In this chapter, we present the background knowledge on molecular biology and describe
some of the SGS technologies that are widely used today. We also describe the types of
reads, which will be mapped onto the reference genome by aligners.
Cells are the building blocks of organisms and complex organisms and an adult human
can be made up of approximately 300 trillions of cells. Cells are also referred to be the
building blocks of life as they are essential to maintain the bodily functions of organisms.
On a cellular level, a cell has a cell membrane, nucleus, golgi apparatus, cytoplasm and
mitochondrion as drawn in Figure 2.1. On a macro-molecular scale, it typically contains
carbohydrates, amino acids, lipids and nucleic acids. With the advancements made in the
wet-lab experiments, studies can now be carried out to study the activities of the various
macromolecules in the cells. For instance, genome-wide gene expression can be analyzed
using high throughput methods such as RNA-seq data [33], spliced alignment tools [34-
41] and transcripts-isoforms quantification tools [42-46]. Repetitive regions of the
genome can be hard to study with SGS data, as alignment tools will not be able to report
the putative original location of the read in the genome with high confidence for
uniqueness. These repetitive regions include the telomeres and centromeres of the human
genome and alternative methods such as florescence immuno-staining techniques can be
used to study these repetitive genomic regions [47].
To first study the genomes using SGS high-throughput data, scientists have to use
sequencing machines to ‘read’ out the genomic sequences of the prepared sample. Many
of these SGS sequencing technologies come from Illumina, Life Technologies, Roche
and Ion Torrent. Depending on the types of samples, methods of preparation for the
experiments and the sequencing technologies being used, a wide range of analysis can be
carried out. Figure 2.2 shows some of the analysis that can be carried out on SGS
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sequencing data. This phase is the first step in identifying and understanding the
dynamics of macromolecules in a cell.
Figure 2.2. Two main types of genomic tasks and their respective downstream analysis.
De novo tasks involve the manipulation of read data without a reference genome.
Profiling tasks use the alignment of the read on a reference for analysis.
2.2 ,5;9(36.4(6-63,*<3(90636.@
The Central Dogma of Molecular Biology is one of the main principles in molecular
biology. It states that the transfer of genetic information is from the gene sequences of the
DNA to the proteins, which carries out various cellular functions. Although there are
exceptions pointing against it, it is still widely accepted in the community of molecular
biology. Figure 2.3 depicts the general passing of sequential information between genetic
materials as stated by the general cases in the Central Dogma of Molecular Biology as
formulated in 1970 [48].
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The central dogma states that the DNA molecules encode all genetic information. The
genetic information can be visualized as linear sequences of nucleotides in the cells.
When cells grow and divide, genetic information is transmitted from the parent cell to the
daughter cells by replication. This process creates a duplicate of the DNA molecule
during the synthesis phase of the cell cycle. During the synthesis of messenger
ribonucleic acid (mRNA), part of the original DNA sequence acts as a template for the
mRNA sequence to be synthesized on. This process of synthesizing mRNA is known as
transcription.
Figure 2.3. The general cases of the central dogma of molecular biology for eukaryotic
cells
For eukaryotic cells, the mRNA molecules are then transported out of the nucleus, into
the cytoplasm of the cell, where consecutive triplets of nucleotides are read as codons by
protein complexes known as ribosomes. In the ribosome-mRNA complex, aminoacylated
transfer-RNAs (tRNA) are recruited and used to link the amino acids that form protein
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polypeptide chains. The process of reading mRNA and forming protein complex is
known as translation. This protein polypeptide chains will undergo post-translation
modifications to a stable folded 3D structure that will contribute to its functions. These
3D protein structures will then drive the various cellular functions in organisms.
From the central dogma, DNA-DNA replication, DNA-RNA transcription and RNA-
Protein translation are the main processes that describe the transfer of genetic information
from one medium to the other. In addition, we can also see that there are several ways in
which cells can be regulated. For instance, the amount of mRNA transcribed from the
DNA, known as gene expression level, will be translated into varying concentrations of
proteins which, in turn, will up/down-regulate transcription; affecting levels of gene
expression and subsequently their corresponding protein concentration levels in the form
of a feedback loop. Post-modifications to the proteins such as phosphorylation and
acylation can also affect the functional properties of proteins. By mutating the DNA
sequences, changing the levels of mRNA and protein abundances can lead to the onset of
diseases such as Sickle-cell anemia and Cystic Fibrosis.
In Appendix A, we will describe replication, transcription and translation in detail.
2.3  ,?;,5,9(;065$,8<,5*05.%,*/5636.0,:
Chapter 1 gave a brief history of sequencing technologies and the motivation to uncover
insights that genomic sequences can contain. In this section, we will briefly describe the
computational challenges that these technologies have brought about and the main ideas
behind some sequencing technologies that the thesis is focused on. Currently, sequencing
technologies support sequencing materials from a wide range of starting materials, such
as genomic DNA, PCR products, bacterial artificial genome (BAC) and complementary
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DNA. Without loss of generality, we will describe the sequencing of genomic DNA in
the following subsections by various sequencing technologies.
	
 #6*/,$,8<,5*05.
454 sequencing is arguably the first high throughput sequencing technology that was
available to the market. This technology eradicated the need for DNA sample fragments
to be cloned in bacterial hosts. By removing bacterial clonal copies of the DNA, we also
remove any amplification bias, which may be introduced by the hosts into the DNA
sample. Instead of in vivo cloning of the DNA sample using bacterial hosts, the
amplification process is replaced by a more efficient in vitro DNA amplification method
called emulsion PCR [49]. With emulsion PCR, fragmented DNA will attach to a
streptavidin bead covered with adapter probes with bases complementary to that of the
fragmented DNA. The ideal scenario will be that one fragment of DNA to ligase to one
bead and be suspended in an emulsion so that individual beads will be trapped in micro-
reactors for PCR-based amplification reactions. The whole emulsion of beads will be
amplified in parallel to create millions of clonal copies of each DNA fragment on each
bead. After amplification, the emulsion is removed from the mixture of beads as like
removing the oil from an oil-and-water mixture. Finally, the beads will be loaded onto a
picotiter plate prior to being sequenced by a sequencing machine [16].
The loaded picotiter plate will have hundreds of thousands of sequencing processes to be
carried out in parallel, which directly obtain dramatic increase in sequencing throughput
as compared to Sanger sequencing [50]. As sequencing takes place, a nucleotide is added
one by one to the immobilized ligated template DNA on the bead. Whenever a
complementary nucleotide is added to the template DNA, a chemiluminescent enzyme,
present in the reaction mix, will produce a detectable light by releasing inorganic
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pyrophosphate [19, 51]. This is also why 454 sequencing is also known as
pyrosequencing and SBS.
Since the detected light signal is directly proportional to the number of bases
incorporated onto the template DNA in one sequencing cycle, pyro-sequenced reads will
often wrongly sequence lengths of homo-polymeric nucleobases.
	
	 65%699,5;$,8<,5*05.
Ion Torrent invented the first semiconductor-sequencing chip that was commercially
available for the market. Similar to 454 sequencing, Ion Torrent clonally amplified DNA
fragments by using emulsion PCR. After which, the beads with the amplified DNA
materials will each sit inside a micro-well for PCR-based amplification reactions. The
main difference between Ion Torrent sequencing and 454 pyro-sequencing is that the Ion
Torrent’s chip itself is the sequencing machine [52].
The sequencing of the DNA fragment starts by flooding the bead-loaded wells with one
nucleotide after another sequentially. When the DNA fragment is extended by the
incorporation of nucleotides, it releases hydrogen ions into the well and this changes the
pH of the solution in the well. This chemical change of pH can be directly recorded by a
sensor plate at the bottom of the well into voltage readings [53]. Since the chip directly
detects the nucleotides, which are being synthesized onto the DNA template fragments in
the wells, no external optical instruments are needed.
Although Ion Torrent sequencing is based on a different methodology from Roche-454
for sequencing genomic materials, its sequenced reads also have the problem of wrongly
estimating lengths of homo-polymeric nucleobases [54]. This is due to the intensities of
the produced voltages, being directly proportional to the number of bases incorporated,





DNA molecules are first fragmented into varying lengths, through the use of a nebulizer,
by sonication [55] or nebulization [56]. The subset of these randomly sized DNA
fragments, with similar length, is then selected for sequencing. Illumina uses ‘bridge’
amplification reaction that occurs on the surface of the flow cell to sequence a DNA
fragment [57]. The surface of the flow cell is coated with single stranded oligonucleotides
as complementary probes that correspond to the priming adapters ligated to both ends of
the DNA fragment. These single stranded oligonucleotides are bounded to the surface of
the flow cell exposed to the reagents for polymerase-based extension. Priming occurs at
the free end of the ligated fragments and ‘bridge’ over to a complementary
oligonucleotide on the flow cell.
Repeated denaturation and extension result in localized amplification of single molecules
in millions of unique locations spread across the flow cell. These unique locations are
referred to as “cluster stations”. Figure 2.4 shows the bridge amplification of DNA
fragments to obtain clusters of amplified DNA materials [58]. The flow cell, with
millions of amplified clusters, is then loaded into the Solexa sequencer for sequential
cycles of extension and imaging. The cycles of sequencing consists of the incorporation
of fluorescent nucleotides and the imaging of the entire flow cell in a sequential
synchronized manner. These images represent the respective base being synthesized at
each individual location of the flow cell. Any laser signals, above background signal, will
identify the physical location of a cluster. The fluorescent emission will then be used to
identify the nucleotide base that was incorporated at that position. The cycle is then
repeated, one base at a time, generating images that represents a single base extension in
the cluster.
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Figure 2.4. Schematic diagram of bridge amplification forming cluster stations. Source:
[58]
The result of sequencing a DNA fragment with Solexa will be a string of ATCG (‘N’
may be included as an ambiguous sequenced base), which is the read representation of a
cluster on the flow cell.
	
 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Similar to 454 and Ion Torrent sequencing, SOLiD also uses emulsion PCR that
generates ‘bead’ clones. Each bead is then attached to the surface of a flow cells via 3’
modifications to the DNA strands. At this point, we will have a flow cell with millions of
beads; each of a single genomic DNA template, with distinct adaptors on either ends
being monitored simultaneously via sequential digital imaging.
Now, the interrogation of a nucleotide is no longer driven by polymerase but rather by
ligating labeled oligonucleotides with the queried DNA template [15]. The technology is
also radical, as each ligated oligonucleotide will degenerate the queried DNA strand at
positions from 3 to 5, and one of the 16 specific dinucleotides at positions 1-2 from the 3’
end. Base positions from 6 till the 5’ end of the oligonucleotide are also degenerated and
it will hold one of the four fluorescent dyes.
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Figure 2.5. Workflow of ligase-mediated sequencing approach from ABi SOLiD. Source:
[58]
Figure 2.5 provides an overview of steps involved in sequencing DNA fragments using
SOLiD sequencers [58]. The sequencers initially involve annealing a primer, hybridizing
and ligating a mixture of fluorescent oligonucleotides of 8-mers whose 1st and 2nd 3’
bases match that of the template. The unextended fragments are then capped with the
same mixture of non-fluorescent probes. Following which, phosphatase treatment is
applied to prevent out-of-phase ligation to allow timely detection of specific fluorescent
dyes. After imaging, the dyes are removed via a two-step chemical cleavage of the three
5’ bases, leaving behind a 5-base ligated probe, a 5’ phosphate. These steps are repeated,
this time, for querying the 6th and 7th bases. After ~10 cycles, a ‘reset’ of primers is
initiated. The initial primer and all ligated parts of the template are melted and washed
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away. A new primer that is N-1 in length takes over and restarts the whole process of
sequencing.
The method of sequencing by ligation used in SOLiD sequencers has been reported to
have problem sequencing palindromic sequences [59].
	
 647(90:65
Having discussed some of the most popular sequencing technologies, we can infer that
there is no best sequencer for all types of experiments. The type of sequencer used is
largely dependent on the type of data, which the experimenters intend to collect and the
budget allowed in these sequencing projects. Table 1 shows the specifications of some
commercial sequencers, which are commonly used today [14, 60].
Table 2.1. Comparison between some commercialized sequencing platforms in the
market.
2.4 !90.05:(5+9,79,:,5;(;065:6-:,8<,5*,++(;(
Chapter 1 has outlined some of the challenges in aligning sequencing reads to a reference
genome, which this thesis tackles. In this subsection, we will highlight some of the
genomic materials, which are commonly being sequenced. In addition, we also describe
the two main representations of sequenced reads. In doing so, we present an overview on
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how alignment-challenges can arise from various sequencing technologies and
representations.
	 '/63,.,564,(5+;(9.,;,+:,8<,5*05.
High throughout sequencing technologies have successfully been used to sequence
genome-wide data for the study of genomes in its entirety. Machines from Illumina and
Roche have much higher throughput and shorter sequencing times as compared to Sanger
sequencing. As such, they are almost always picked over Sanger sequencing to sequence
whole genomes. The two main types of projects, which are performed with NGS, are de
novo assemblies of whole genomes and the alignment of sequencing reads onto reference
genomes. In the former type of projects, scientists construct a reference genome from the
sequenced reads to allow the study of various disease-causing genomic features such as
SNPs, indels, structural variants and epigenetic profiles to be performed on it. In the latter,
the alignments of the sequenced reads onto a reference genome are used to uncover some
of the mentioned disease-causing genomic features, which are of interest to the
community. [61] showed that massively sequenced reads are able to reconstruct the
mutational signatures on a genome-wide scale in gastric cancer samples.
However, whole-genome sequencing (WGS) is not preferred as the cost of reagents far
exceeds the requirements of a study. For instance, it is not cost-efficient to use WGS to
study only 10 single nucleotide positions (the human diploid genome has about 6G
locations). Thus, targeted sequencing was developed to sequence only specific genomic
regions-of-interest at much higher coverage. With high coverage, targeted sequencing can
study mutations at higher resolution than with WGS but at lower cost. In addition to
lower cost, the time used to sequence the sample is also reduced as compared to Sanger
sequencing and WGS. [24] allowed the study of a rare Mendelian disease through
targeted sequencing on a small population and the identification of the genes responsible
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for Millers syndrome. Examples of targeted sequencing are exome sequencing, amplicon
sequencing and reduced representation bisulfite sequencing.
		 # :,8 B4# 
RNA-seq is used to create a profile of transcription levels of all genes in a genome called
transcriptome [33]. The transcriptome is clinically important in genetic diagnosis as the
functional consequences in a cell can be viewed as the abundance of transcript sequences
in it. The transcriptome was first profiled from using Sanger sequencing on the DNA
fragments that are complementary to mRNA fragments called Expressed Sequenced Tags
(EST) [62]. However, due to the low throughput of Sanger sequencing, lowly transcribed
genes may not be profiled. Since NGS can sequence genomic samples with high
throughput, lowly expressed transcripts can also be profiled and be quantified directly to
the number of mRNA fragments being sequenced. In addition, the cost of RNA-seq is
also lower than EST sequencing as the required amount of RNA is less than what is
needed for EST sequencing.
	
 70.,5,;0* :,8<,5*05.
Epigenetic is the study on the causal effects of the DNA and its products other than the
changes in the underlying genomic sequences. The main types of epigenetic studies
enabled by high throughput sequencing technologies are Chromatin-Immuno
Precipitation sequencing (ChIP-seq) and methylation studies.
ChIP-seq is used to identify the protein-binding sites on the DNA [63]. This is important
as it helps scientists to understand how DNA-protein interaction affects gene expression.
ChIP-seq was preceded by ChIP-chip, which requires a pre-designed microarray. This
made ChIP-chip susceptible to hybridization bias as microarrays come with a fixed
number of probes. ChIP-seq lacks this form of bias as sequencing technologies can
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amplify all ChIP-enriched regions and can be applied to genome-wide discovery of
transcription factors, structural proteins and DNA modifications.
DNA methylation is the process of adding a functional methyl group to the cytosine of
the DNA [64]. Changes in DNA methylation influences the expression of genes in cells
and also differentiated matured cells from embryonic stem cells. The methylation profiles,
methylome, of differentiated cells from different tissues are vastly unique to one another.
Knowing that sites of methylation in differentiated cells are specific and permanent, these
cells are prevented to revert back to their pluri-potent state [65]. The current golden
standard to produce a genome-wide methylome of a sample is to perform bisulfite
treatment sequencing on the sample. Bisulfite treatment modifies the unmethylated
cytosines to uracils and leaves methylated cytosines unchanged [66]. Upon subsequent
PCR amplification of the bisulfite treated sample, uracils will be amplified as thymine on
the + strand and adenine on the – strand; unmodified cytosines will be amplified as if
DNA-DNA replication is taking place. By using NGS, each possible site of methylation
can be surveyed at high resolution and gives a finer granularity of methylation rates at
each site.
	 (:,:7(*,(5+*6369:7(*,9,(+:
Sequenced reads can be stored in various representations. The two most distinctive
representations are base-space and color-space reads.
Base-space reads are stored as a string of characters consisting of “ACGTN”. This
sequence of characters usually represents and can directly translate to the genomic
sequence, which was being scanned by the sequencing machines. The character ‘N’ is to
denote an ambiguous base in the read, which the sequencing machine cannot represent
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with any of the usual “ACGT” nucleotide characters with high confidence.
Illumina/Solexa, Roche/454 and Life Technologies/Ion Torrent produce base-space reads.
Figure 2.6. 2-base encoding scheme used by SOLiD sequencers. Source: [58]
For SOLiD, genomic bases are interrogated dinucleotide-ly, each color dye represents
two adjacent genomic bases. Figure 2.6 shows how the 16 combinations of di-nucleotides
are encoded by 4 color codes. An example color read will be “T000123100122331100”.
The first character, T, is the last base of the sequencing primer used and the numeric part
of the string represents the transitions of genomic bases during the interrogation of the
dinucleotides. To obtain the reverse-complement of a color read, we can simply reverse
the numerical portion of the read and change the terminal base from ‘T’ to ‘G’.
In addition, SNPs in a color read can be easily identified by two adjacent color
mismatches in a read after being aligned to a reference genome. However, it is also this
strength that is turned into a weakness for SNP-rich and bisulfite-treated data. Each base-
letter mismatch will be represented by two adjacent color mismatches instead of a one-
letter mismatch in other technologies. As there will more color-space mismatches in a
color-space read than base-space mismatches in an equivalent base-space read,
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computational time dramatically increases when we map color reads with a higher
mismatch number than with base-space reads.
	 647<;(;065(39,79,:,5;(;0656-+(;(
Computers run on software that are compiled and executed as a string of 1s and 0s on the
hardware level. Behind layers of abstraction, the data that we store in a computer are
ordered strings of 1s and 0s. The smallest unit of storage in a computer is a bit, which can
represent either a 1 or a 0. Data is often stored in pre-defined data structures, which are 4
bytes long (1 byte = 8 bits). A 4-bytes long data structure, holding 32 bits, can effectively
express a large range of numbers. If we are to use units of 4-bytes structures to store each
DNA nucleotide then this will put a lot of bits to waste. As DNA is comprised of only 4
unique characters, a 2-bit data structure is enough to represent a nucleotide uniquely with
the 3 remaining nucleotides. In the literature, 2-bit encoding is used extensively to
optimize the usage of space of genomic data.
In this thesis, we discuss mainly on aligning a read onto a reference genome with high
accuracy and efficiency. To achieve this, we will build a 1-time index of our reference
genome. The reference genome is represented as an FM-index [67]; an opportunistic data
structure based on BWT [68] to optimize both space and time complexity in our
alignment algorithms. It supports linear time complexity query operations, in terms of the
length of the queried read. In the following chapter, we will review on the other






Alignment of genomic sequences has been tackled since the advent of sequencing
technologies. Pioneering works, in the field of sequence alignment, such as Smith-
Waterman [69] and Needleman-Wunsch [70] have guided the development of genomics
through its infancy. However, as technologies advance, the amount of data and the types
of sequencing reads, which can be generated, has increased dramatically. Therefore it is
essential for methods to be able to align high volume of reads from various wet-lab/dry-
lab origins accurately and efficiently. Hence, a salvo of alignment methods was designed
to handle these reads.
3.1 (:0*:6-,5640*30.54,5;:
The aim of all genomic alignment algorithms is to map each query read to a reference
genomic location in which it was originally sequenced from. Given a reference genome T
and a read R, the alignment algorithm may report a list of putative genomic locations
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where R was sequenced from the reference genome. These putative locations are called
hits or mappings. For each reported location on the reference genome that represents R,
the aligner can also report the sequence of text-edit operations that transforms R into T.
The text-edit operations are often stored as a string of characters as CIGAR string in a
SAM formatted alignment file [71]. CIGAR strings are made up of the alphabet {M, I, D,
N, S, H, P, =, X} and the details of each text-edit operation are described in Table 3.1.
Table 3.1. The possible text-edit operations that can be represented by a CIGAR for the
alignment of a query string onto a reference text
Given that R can be transformed into T with a sequence of text-edit operations, we would
ideally want to find the location in T such that the number of edit operations needed to
transform R into T[loc .. loc + |R| + |gap|] is minimized. Naively, an aligner would want
to align R onto T perfectly, with no mismatches or gaps between R and T. However, in
the presence of polymorphisms and sequencing errors, it is uncommon for R to be
mapped onto T perfectly. As such, a scoring function and scoring matrix can be designed
to account for demerits from reference-read mismatches, opening gaps and extending
gaps between the alignments of R and T; this is also known as the affine gap penalty
function [72]. Thereafter, the best-scoring hit can be chosen from a list of preliminary
candidate hits by using the affine gap penalty scores.
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Aside from alignment score, an important measure of accuracy of an alignment is the
Phred-scaled [73] mapping quality score or mapQ [74]. MapQ is defined by to -10log10
Probability{mapping position is wrong}. If an alignment is deemed to be wrong,
Probability{mapping position is wrong} = 1, then its mapQ will be assigned 0. An
alignment with mapQ=0 is also deemed as ambiguous. As the mapQ increases, the
likelihood of the aligned read being sequenced from the reported location increases too.
Due to the variations that mapQ calculation functions can be designed, a higher mapQ
does not always means better alignments.
3.2 0:<3-0;,;9,(;,+ :,8(30.5,9:
The methylation state of the whole genome is termed as the methylome. By using
bisulfite (BS) conversion of genomic DNA, we can study the methylome at base-pair
resolution. The resultant BS-converted DNA is sequenced with NGS (BS-seq). BS-seq is
then mapped to a reference genome and the single nucleotide resolution methylome can
be obtained. Although NGS has advanced the study of the methylome, there are still
various challenges to infer the methylome accurately from NGS data. In this subsection,




Bisulfite treatment of a DNA fragment causes unmethylated and methylated cytosines to
change to uracils and remain as cytosines respectively [66]. As uracils behave as a
thymine, unmethylated cytosines will be amplified as adenine upon subsequent PCR
amplification for the complementary DNA strand. As a reference genome will not
contain any information of unmethylation, an allowance of mismatches has to be given
when aligning unmethylated cytosines against the reference genome. This will inevitably
reduce mapping efficiency.
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Since the methylated state of a base in the sequenced read can only be inferred by
comparing it to its corresponding mapped base on the reference genome, accurate
alignment of BS-seq reads is critical in correctly deriving the methylome. Thus, special
consideration has to be made for induced BS-mismatches when aligning a read onto a
reference genome, discriminating them from sequencing errors and polymorphisms. In
addition, cytosine methylation is not symmetrical on both strands of the DNA and
candidate alignments on each strand must be examined. If the BS-reads are from a
directional library, then only the DNA fragments from the top (Watson) and bottom
(Crick) strands will be sequenced. However, if the BS-reads are from a non-directional
library, all four possible orientations of the DNA fragments (Watson-forward/reverse and
Crick-forward/reverse) can be sequenced. Non-directional libraries will require aligners
to align a BS-read in all of its four possible strand orientations before the best alignment
can be picked for the construction of the methylome. Figure 3.1 shows the possible BS-
induced conversions that can take place on cytosines of bidirectional library after bisulfite
treatment.
Figure 3.1. PCR amplification of bisulfite treated genomic DNA. The original strands of
the DNA undergo bisulfite conversion with unmethylated-C changing to U and
methylated-C remaining unchanged after the treatment. Methylated (Red) and
Unmethylated (Green).
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Apart from allowing a higher number of mismatches when aligning a BS-treated read
onto a reference genome than with an untreated DNA read, an even higher number of
mismatches needs to be allowed in aligning a BS-treated color read. This is so as a color
base in a color read is called from the consensus of two adjacent nucleotides, a BS-
conversion on one nucleotide will result in two adjacent color mismatches. Thus, it is
computationally more expensive to align BS color-space reads than BS letter-space reads.




Base-space reads sequenced by Illumina sequencing technologies will represent bisulfite-
converted bases as nucleotides mismatches on the reference genome. Generally,
alignments of BS-reads are classified into two main types: Methylation-aware and
Methylation-unbiased. After the mapping locations of the BS-reads are obtained,
cytosines on the reference genome will be compared with the letter bases that are mapped





Each color base in a color read depicts the transition from one letter base to the next
adjacent base. Based on the terminal letter base of a color read, a color read can be
converted into letter-space, one base at a time, by using the color-to-base transition
matrix described in Chapter 2. However, if any of the color bases are erroneous, then this
naïve conversion from color-space to letter-space will not be suitable. By using the color-
to-base transition matrix on a mismatched color base, cascading base-letter mismatches
will be introduced after the mismatched color base. The color error will be carried over
throughout the remaining part of read when the conversion takes place. Due to this
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problem, in-silico conversion of cytosine to thymine is not advisable and unbiased
methylation mapping is often opted out in these alignment tasks.
As each color base is interrogated from two nucleotides of a read, a letter-mismatch in the
sequenced read will introduce two adjacent color-base mismatches into a color read.
Hence, the same number of BS-induced conversion in a read will usually need to be
aligned at a higher mismatches setting when in color-space than in base-space. However,
with prior knowledge of methylation in various genomic contexts, we can apply in-silico
bisulfite conversion to the reference genome in hope to reduce the number of mismatches
needed to scan a BS-read against a reference genome. For most of the eukaryotic
genomes, less than 5% of the methylation happens in non-CpG context [75]. Given this
information, we can prepare an in-silico conversion of cytosine to thymine in non-CpG
context of the reference genome prior to having BS-reads mapping on it. In general, this
is not an unbiased approach to do bisulfite mapping but it does reduce the required
number of mismatches that an aligner needs to scan a color-space BS-read against the
reference genome. Semi methylation-aware mapping can be incorporated into an
unbiased aligner to improve mapping sensitivity by remapping reads, which cannot be
mapped unbiasedly. With the right set of heuristics, this 2-phase alignment strategy can
improve mapping sensitivity and accuracy without much impedance on its speed [76].
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In methylation-aware aligners, cytosine in a BS-read is assumed to be sequenced from a
methylated cytosine, whereas, a thymine is assumed to be either from an unmethylated
cytosine or thymine. These assumptions encapsulate all possible combinations of
methylation status that cytosines and thymines can have in a BS-read. For example, if a
BS-read is to be sequenced with 10 cytosines and thymines, then a methylation-aware
aligner will try to map 210 possible representations of this BS-read onto the reference
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genome; permuting between cytosine and thymine at those 10 positions. Due to the
amount of search-space that the aligner need to search through, it is able to produce the
highest possible sensitivity in mapping color BS-reads.
At the expense of high mapping sensitivity, comes with speed slowdown and
overestimation of methylation levels. In methylation-aware alignment, the reference
genome is used as it is; assuming full methylation throughout the genome. As such,
methylated sequences will map to the original genome more easily than sequences of
lower methylation rates. This directly causes an overestimation of methylation levels
from mappings reported by methylation-aware aligners.
An example of methylation-aware aligner is SOCS-B [77]. SOCS-B starts the alignment
of a color read by first converting it to base-space. Four translations are computed,
starting from all four possible nucleotides as the terminal base instead of the terminal
primer base provided by the original color read. The substrings of the translated reads are
enumerated in ternary to form a partial hash over positions represented by a cytosine or
thymine. The mapping algorithm is based on an iterative version of the Rabin-Karp
algorithm and generates candidate genomic locations of the partial hash. SOCS-B then
uses dynamic programming and base qualities to compute the most probable methylation
state for each cytosine. The optimal alignment should have the least number of color-
space mismatches with respect to the reference genome.
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Unbiased-methylation aligners convert cytosines in the BS-reads and reference genome
to thymines prior to alignment and methylation-aware aligners do not. This conversion
assumes that the BS-reads are fully BS-converted due to unmethylation throughout the
experimental data. Since both the reference and read has all its cytosines being changed
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to thymines, the methylation state of either the reference or the read will not affect the
alignment of such an in-silico converted read. The conversion will also not incur any
biased estimation of methylation state to a BS-read after alignment. Since the BS-read
and genome now assume same states of methylation, using a DNA-seq aligner will
already enable us to align the converted error-free BS-read onto the converted reference
genome with an exact match.
In the aspect of unbiased mapping, this type of alignment will have some shortcomings.
Due to the in-silico conversion of cytosines to thymines, the alphabet size of the data gets
reduce from 4 to 3; the complexity of the data is now greatly reduced. Thus, it has now
become harder to map such an in-silico converted BS-read onto a similarly converted
genome unambiguously. Hence, unbiased-methylation aligners generally yield lower
mapping efficiency than methylation-aware aligners.
Some of the BS-aligners that fall into this category are Bismark [78], BRAT [79, 80] and
BS-Seeker [81]. Bismark and BS-Seeker are based on Bowtie as a pre-mapping tool to
align BS-reads for preliminary candidate mapping locations. These two methods prepare
in-silico fully converted references prior to alignment and will have Bowtie map BS-read
onto it. In addition, Bismark synchronizes the threads of Bowtie to consider methylation
level of each cytosine from each read and this slows down the overall runtime of the
program. BS-Seeker outputs the preliminary alignments of each thread into separate files
and post-process these alignments but it takes up additional storage prior to the
consideration of methylation levels for each read. BRAT-BW implements an FM-index
alignment routine from scratch to avoid the problem of synchronization and large
temporary storage from using an auxiliary program as a pre-mapping tool. BRAT-BW
also guarantees to find all alignments if there is at most one mismatch in a prefix of




Due to the differences of methylation levels in different genomic contexts, in-silico
conversion of the reference genome can be done to allow for both methylation-aware
mapping and unbiased methylation alignment to take place at different parts of the
reference genome with the same reference index. A semi methylation-aware mapping
approach to profile the human methylome is to do unbiased mapping in CpG context and
methylation-aware mapping in non-CpG context. This approach is used to improve
mapping sensitivity by utilizing prior knowledge of expected methylation levels in
different genomic contexts as studied in [82]. If such an aligner were to be used to map
BS-reads from flowering plants to a corresponding reference genome, the aligner would
probably do unbiased mapping in non-CHH (H = A, C and T) context, and methylation-
aware mappings in CG and CHG contexts. The gain in mapping sensitivity comes at the
expense of similar but milder drawbacks seen by methylation-aware aligners.
An example of an aligner that depends on such a mapping strategy is RMAP [83] and
PASS-bis [84]. RMAP uses wildcard matching for positions represented by thymines and,
thus, only maps unbiasedly in CpG genomic context; otherwise, it performs biased
mapping in non-CpG genomic context. PASS-bis can map both base-space and color-
space reads. While it does map base-space reads unbiasedly, it does not do so for color-
space reads. Due to the fact that PASS-bis converts a color-space read to base-space read
prior to mapping, the base-space read could be mis-represented by the reference due to
cascading errors due to this type of naïve conversion. In order to maximize the
mappability of each color read, PASS-bis performs a secondary phase of mapping based
on the combinatorial assortment of genomic C-T conversions that we have already
discussed as methylation-aware mapping. As this second phase of mapping is slow, it is
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implemented as an option in PASS-bis and even if it is used, it will only be activated
when the read fails to map onto the fully in-silico converted reference genomes.
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In the previous section, we have reviewed on three approaches, which are used to align
BS-seq reads and the two types of representations that can represent BS-seq reads. Below,
we summarize the details of the different BS-seq alignment methods for the analysis of
methylome in Table 3.2.
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Table 3.2. Methods for the alignment of Bisulfite-seq data and their performance measures
a. Alignment output.
b. Methylation calls output.
c. Methylation caller.
d. Summary of methylation level.
Method Bismark BRAT-BW BSMAP BS-Seeker PASS-bis RMAP-BS SOCS-B B-SOLANA
Reference [78] [80] [85] [81] [84] [83] [77] [86]







Read-space Letter Letter Letter Letter Letter/Color Letter Color Color
Paired-end mode Y Y Y N Y N N N
Methylation-aware
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In numerous studies of Mendelian diseases, periodic sequences were found to be
mutagenic and contexts of indels in the human coding sequences were investigated for
possible onsets of diseases [87, 88]. In the case of cancers, differential mutational studies
were also carried out to identify somatic differences between normal and diseased tissues.
For instance, the identification of aberrant integrations of hepatitis B virus into the
genomes of its host-tissue will increase the chances for the onset of malignant hepatoma
[89]. All these studies would not have been possible without the advent of gapped DNA-
seq aligners.
In order to improve the space-time alignment efficiency of the voluminous data brought
about by NGS, aligners relied on various indexing strategies. Indexing approaches can be
divided into two main groups based on either the reference genome or query reads are
indexed. Methods such as BWA [90, 91], Bowtie [92, 93], SOAP [94, 95], Novoalign
[96], Stampy [97], PASS [98], CUSHAW [99, 100], SRmapper [101], SeqAlto [102]
index the reference genome. On the other hand, Eland [103], RMAP [104], MAQ [74],
SHRiMP [105, 106] and ZOOM [107] index the query reads and map them back onto the
genomic reference sequences.
In general, gapped DNA-seq aligners can be classified in more than one way. In this
thesis, we classified aligners based on their indexing strategies: hash based, suffix-trie
based and merge-sort based approaches. With the context of this thesis in mind, we will
not describe the details of the merge-sort based approach: SliderI/II. Readers who wish to
understand how merge-sort was applied to the alignment of genomic data can refer to
[108, 109].
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Gapped aligners mostly involve finding a list of preliminary candidate mapping locations
by aligning a substring of the read onto the reference with a technique called seeding.
After which, a secondary step takes place by locally aligning the full-length reads against
each of the preliminary candidate locations, also known as the extension phase, before
they are written to the output file. The secondary step is computationally expensive and is
the main reason why gapped alignment was avoided by pioneering mismatch-only
aligners for short (~36 bp) reads. There are also works revolving around hardware
acceleration to improve the efficiencies of local alignment [110, 111]. In general, seed-




During the early development of alignment algorithms for NGS reads, a number of
pioneering aligners [74, 90, 92, 104] were developed. These aligners map a query read
onto a reference genome within a number of mismatches only, which is also known as
ungapped alignment. Due to the limitations of past sequencing technologies, the lengths
of reads were short and ranged from ~25 bp to ~36 bp long. The short read-lengths
slowed down most algorithms due to its redundant representations in the large reference
genome and made gapped alignment infeasible. However, due to advancements in
sequencing technologies, read-lengths now can reach as long as ~100 bp and ~250 bp
from Illumina GAIIx/HiSeq and MiSeq machines respectively. The lengthened reads
have now made gapped alignment more tractable.
As reads get longer, they will become likely to contain more SNPs, indels and structural
variations in them than shorter reads. Ungapped alignment will not be sufficient to align
them and gapped alignment becomes critically important in aligning these longer reads.
In Chapter 5, we will describe the problem of gapped RNA-seq alignment and our





Hash based approaches stemmed from the first hash-based algorithm, BLAST [31], and
followed the seed-and-extend paradigm. Since the publication of the BLAST paper, many
developments have been made to its original seeding idea to handle more genomic
features that are present in NGS reads. In the following subsections, we will report on the
different seeding methodologies found in the literature.
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The most primitive type of a seed is a contiguous substring of the query read. Seed is also
termed as k-mer and is usually referred to a specific n-tuple of nucleotides or amino acid
sequences. Pioneering aligner for NGS reads, such as BLAST, uses 11-mers (for DNA
sequences) to seed the alignment query. Subsequently, BLAT [32], MegaBLAST [112]
and YAHA [113] were developed to use 11-mer, 28-mer and 15-mer respectively.
By using a seed instead of the original query string for alignment, we can increase the
sensitivity of the method. As a seed is much shorter than the original query read, it would
have a higher chance of finding an exact representation of itself in the same reference
genome. However, due to the reduced informational content in the seed (trimmed from
the query read), it is now less unique and can be spuriously represented by many regions
of the reference genome identically. In a seeding approach, the first task is to identify all
possible locations to which the original read may be aligned to. Next, an extension step is
to be performed on the seed against the candidate locations to report the alignments in
order of decreasing alignment scores to the user.
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If the correct alignment of a query read lies in an SNP-dense region of the DNA, a k-mer
seed might miss it and, worse, other seeds may report a false-positive hit to the user. To
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resolve this shortcoming, mismatches are allowed in a seed to avoid missing the correct
alignment during the initial seeding-phase of the alignment.
To the best of my knowledge, RMAP [104] is the first method to use mismatch-seed in
the alignment of sequenced reads. RMAP uses a different set of seeds to achieve full
sensitivity of k-mismatches reads through the use of k+1 seeds [114]. According to the
pigeonhole principle, if we were to partition a k-mismatch read into k+1 equal adjacent
and non-overlapping seeds, then at least one of the k+1 seeds can be represented exactly
in the reference text. RMAP first identifies putative locations in the reference genome
where the seeds can be matched exactly. Exact matching is preferred as it can be
executed more efficiently than approximate matching and only the unseeded portions of
the reads need to be realigned during the extension-phase of the alignment. The
disadvantage of this seeding approach becomes obvious when k is large and each
mismatch-seed is small. Ultra-short seeds will return too many spurious candidate
locations for the extension-phase to work with and will take a great hit on efficiency.
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By using contiguous bases as seeds, we are faced with two conflicting performance
factors which aligners are designed to improve on: Speed and Sensitivity. In a seed-and-
extend paradigm, an aligner would want to minimize the number of preliminary
candidate locations, as it is computationally expensive to perform local realignment on all
of them. With this in mind, better filtration methods were designed such that the seed-
phase of the alignment will return a minimal set of candidate locations and preferably
with one of the seeds representing the correct location of the query read. As such, spaced-
seeds were developed as a filtration technique to achieve a balance between these two
conflicting performance factors [115] in aligners.
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A spaced-seed can be specified using a sequence of 1’s and 0’s. Some of the positions in
a spaced-seed will be sampled and some will not be sampled, inherently allowing
mismatches between itself and the reference sequence. A query performed with a spaced-
seed will skip the sampling of bases between the reference and the underlying read-
sequence that are marked by a 0 in the template spaced-seed. For instance, the use of
spaced seed in PatternHunter showed that a template ‘111010010100110111’ can be ~50%
more sensitive than BLAST’s default 11-mer seed for two sequences of 70% similarity
[116].
Pioneering aligner based on the use of spaced-seed for filtration is Eland [103]. It used
six spaced-seeds to span the entire query read. The scanning of the six spaced-seeds
ensured that a two-mismatch query read (with respect to the reference), regardless of the
mismatches’ positions in the read, will be represented by at least one of the seeds. MAQ
extended the idea of 6-template-2-mismatches from PatternHunter to guarantee recovery
of k-mismatches hit of a query read. However, to provide full sensitivity, MAQ required
spaced-seeds to guarantee full sensitivity of k-mismatches mappings. Due to the
large number of seeds that need to be scanned, MAQ guarantees full sensitivity by only
using the spaced-seed seeding approach on the first 28 bp segment of the read and
allowing at most two mismatches in this 28 bp segment. Usually the first k-bases from
the 5’ end of a sequenced read is selected to seed a query as it is empirically shown to
contain less sequencing errors [117]. Once the spaced-seed returns a partial match, the
seeding match is then fully extended to the full length of the input query read.
For the design of a minimum set of spaced-seeds to achieve certain sensitivity




The primitive approach to recover indels from a short read is to anchor parts of the query
read onto the reference in the seeding-phase and the indels to be recovered in the
extension-phase by using SW-algorithm. Small indels of 1-3 bp [94] can be detected
using this seed-and-extend approach.
In the previous seeding approaches, the candidate hits from one long seed will undergo
the extension-phase of alignment. A q-gram is similar to a contiguous seed but by using
multiple substrings in the filtration step, the extension-phase is only initiated on a cluster
of localized seeds that shares t matching q-grams instead of partial matches from a single
long contiguous seed. The q-gram filter is based on the observation that if the query
string has at most k mismatches and gaps, then both the query string and the reference of
length w will shares at least t = (w+1) – (k+1)q common q-grams [118, 119]. Based on q-
gram filter, SHRiMP [105, 106] and RazerS [120, 121] are able to build an index which
innately allowing gaps during the seeding-phase of an alignment. A more recent variant
of q-gram filter can be seem in MASAI [122] where a set of multiple seeds can be






The seed-phase and extension-phase of alignment correspond to the exact string matching
problem and inexact string matching problem respectively for aligners based on trie. For
these aligners to find an exact match to substrings of the query reads, they have to build
an index of the reference genome using data structures such as FM-index [67], suffix
array [123] and suffix tree [124]. The advantage of searching a query string against a trie-
based index is that identical substrings of a reference genome need only to be searched
once, as identical substrings collapse onto a single traversal path in trie-index.
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The first use of trie in aligners are mainly based on suffix tree and can be traced back to
MUMer [125] and OASIS [126]. However, the disadvantage of using suffix trees
becomes obvious when the search index is huge. An immediate improvement on suffix
tree, with respect to space-efficiency, is brought about by the development of suffix array
(SA) based on Farach’s [127] optimal linear time suffix tree construction algorithm.
However, the sizes of the index built, based on suffix tree and suffix array still require
more or equal memory as compared to the reference itself. Due to the fact that the
reference genomes can be very large and is best to reside entirely in the working physical
memory of the computer during alignment, the development of genomic index-building
algorithms was motivated towards building a more space-efficient index. As such,
reference indices based on enhanced suffix array (ESA) [128] and FM-index which
required only space within or even less than the size of the reference were developed.
Vmatch [128] and Segemehl [129] are based on ESA which consist of an SA and
auxiliary arrays. Theoretically, ESA is able to store each nucleotide using 6.25 bytes.
Since ESA is a succinct representation of the suffix tree, ESA allows exact queries at the
same time complexity offered by suffix tree while requiring lower space requirement than
SA. A further improvement on space-efficiency is achieved through the development of
FM-index that compresses full-text reference using Burrows-Wheeler transform [68]. The
inventors of the FM-index also observed that the descendants of a node in a prefix trie
could be located in constant time by performing an opportunistic backwards search on the
structure itself, which allowed it to have the same time complexity of performing exact
matching operations with that of a trie. Some pioneering genomic aligners that use FM-
index are Bowtie, BWA and SOAP2. The FM-index is the most used trie-based index due
to its minute memory footprint. GEM [130] is shown to be the fastest aligner by our
benchmarks in the later chapter of this thesis and is also based on the FM-index.
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Aligners can be based on different trie-related data structures but all of them can be
translated into one another succinctly. Trie is excellent in finding exact matches as all
identical copies of substrings from the reference are collapsed into a single traversal path
but it is not ideal for performing inexact matches. Inexact matching is performed on trie
by introducing mismatches and/or gaps, during the traversal of the trie, when the
alignment progresses in a depth-first traversal on the data structure. The mismatches
make the search space grow exponentially and affect alignment speed dramatically.
In order to perform inexact matching on trie efficiently, algorithms are designed to only
explore a small portion of the initial search space. With the added constraints of a pruned
search space, aligners hope to achieve speedups with minimal impact on sensitivity and
accuracy of alignments in search/trie-traversal alignment algorithms.
MUMmer, Vmatch, CUSHAW2 and YAHA anchor alignment with exact matches and
join these exact matched segments with gapped local alignment. In addition, Segemehl
tries to align the longest exact prefix of each suffix and also introduces mismatches at
certain positions of the query read to reduce false alignments.
OASIS and BWT-SW searches substrings of the reference by a depth-first traversal on
the trie and align these substrings with the query strings by dynamic programming.
BWA-SW extends from BWT-SW [131] by representing the query string as a directed
words graph (DAWG) which enables it to deploy pruning heuristics to speed up
alignments of query strings.
As dynamic programming using SW/NW-algorithms is much slower than a linear-time
exact matching between the query string and the reference BWT-index, it is avoided as
much as possible in Bowtie and BWA. Instead of realigning the short substrings of the
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reference with the query string, the query and substrings of the reference are only being
realigned if they are within a number of mismatches. As BWA and Bowtie align a query
read by the traversal of an FM-index, it can prune some branches in the search space off
so this will result in fewer number of text-edit operations between the query read and
reference genome for each read. BWA further speeds up gapped alignment by performing
a banded-SW algorithm and employing MegaBLAST’s X-Dropoff heuristic in the
extension-phase of its seeding alignments.
Bowtie2 samples a set of 22-mer seeds from the query string using exact matching. The
seeds are extended to their full length by dynamic programming in order of their
frequencies of occurrences in the reference genome as indicated by their suffix array
intervals. The prioritized seeds are realigned using hardware-accelerated versions of
SW/NW-algorithms with Streaming SIMD Extensions 2 (SSE2) hardware instructions.
GEM uses region-based filtration technique to speed up exhaustive alignment of its query
string. This technique identifies non-overlapping regions that are also non-repetitive (not
masked by RepeatMasker) for the extension-phase. The seeds are extended using Myer’s
fast bit-vector algorithm. GEM can align up to several times faster than Bowtie2 and
BWA as the filtration technique greatly reduced the number of candidate reference




During implementation of the algorithms, source codes are written in a rather sequential
manner but they do not need to be interpreted and executed in a sequential manner. By
exploiting the features of modern hardware and application programming interface,
performance of sequential programs can be improved. Many aligners are able to achieve
decent speedups by introducing elements of concurrency into their algorithms. Three
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main exploits that current aligners have in them are multi-threading capabilities on multi-
core system, Single-Input-Multiple-Data (SIMD) instructions and Graphics Processing
Units (GPUs) accelerations.
Since the introduction of multiple-core central processing units (CPUs) in bench-top
personal computers, coders have tried to fully utilize the availability of computational
power on these processors by having multiple threads of their single program run in
parallel on a single computer. Since the memory-overheard incurred by an addition
thread of operation in genomic alignment is small, many users of genomic applications
prefer using a shared-memory policy within a single execution process such as
CUSHAW2.
In genomic applications, due to the alphabet size of data being handled, 2-bit encoding is
often used, and many indexing and alignment operations can be seen as bit-based
operations. In the extension-phase of alignment, the binary bits that represent the query
string and reference text can be fetched into the registers of the CPUs such that a single
instruction can manipulate more information per bit than it would normally have. A
common application of SIMD acceleration [110, 111] is on the SW/NW-algorithm
routine used in the extension-phase of aligners such as Bowtie2, SHRiMP and Novoalign.
GPUs are also gaining popularity in genomic applications. CPUs are designed with
multiple computational cores for serial processing while general purpose GPUs consists
of thousands of smaller computational cores which are designed for massive parallel
processing of users-customized code [132]. More than often, the alignment of a genomic
DNA fragment is independent of the alignment of other fragments and executing them in
parallel is possible without affecting the end-results of each individual alignment. By
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using GPUs over CPUs in genomic alignment, SOAP3 [133] was able to achieve tens of
times speedup over SOAP2 [95].
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In the previous section, we have reviewed on two indexing strategies and two mapping
approaches for aligning gapped reads. In Table 3.3, we summarize the details of different
gapped alignment methods together with a short description to each of them.
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Table 3.3. Methods for gapped alignment and their respective main indexing/mapping strategies
Methods Index Type of Mapping Approach Description Reference
Reference Read Hash-based BWT-based
BFAST X X Uses empirical derived seed template for mappingfixed read lengths and genome sizes [134]
BLASR X X Maps PacBio reads with successive refinements tothe local alignments of the seed locations [135]
Bowtie X X
Bowtie1/2 aim at fast and sensitive mappings of




BWA-short targets short reads of ~100bp with low
(~3%) error rate. BWA-SW targets longer reads up
to 10kbp with higher error rate
[90, 91]
CloudBurst X X Uses Hadoop MapReduce framework to doalignment in the CLOUD [136]
CUSHAW2 X X
CUSHAW1 is targeted for CUDA-enabled GPUs.
CUSHAW2(-GPU) is targeted for long read
alignment for CPUs (GPUs).
[99, 100,
137]
Eland X X First NGS short read aligner. Allows up to twomismatches in an alignment [103]
GEM X X
Based on adaptive region based filtration technique
for sensitive and extremely fast alignment
efficiency
[130]
GNUMAP X X Targets accurate gapped alignment of Illuminareads [138]
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Hobbes X X Reports multiple putative mappings fast [139]
MAQ X X First program to use posterior mapping score todisambiguate multiple candidate mappings [74]
Masai X X Uses approximate seeds to speed up alignments [122]
MOM X X Identifies the maximal length match within theshort read. [140]
Mosaik X X Uses banded SW-algorithm for extending seedlocations [141]
mrFAST X X
Uses cache oblivious memory technique to
minimize memory miss-transfers to speed up
gapped alignments of letter-space reads. mrsFAST
is ungapped version of mrFAST. drFAST is
designed for color-space reads.
[142-144]
Novoalign X X
High sensitivity and specificity alignments. Uses
base qualities in all steps of alignments and output
good calibrated posterior mapping quality scores
[96]
PASS X X Alignment of words are pre-computed from thehashed index of the genome [98]
PerM X X Uses periodic seeds to quickly find alignments ofup to four mismatches with full sensitivity [145]
ProbeMatch X X
Uses gapped q-grams and q-grams of various





No restriction on read length. Seeds can be
designed with predictable tradeoff between
sensitivity and speed
[120, 121]
REAL X X Targeted at fast, accurate and sensitive mappings ofsingle-end reads [147]
RMAP X X Can map reads with an arbitrary numbers ofmismatches [104]
SeqAlto X X
Uses adaptive seeding approach to terminate
alignment when alignment reaches certain
confidence for reporting
[102]
SeqMap X X Can align up to a mixture of 5 mismatches and gapsbetween the reference and the read [148]
SHRiMP X X Aims at accurate mapping of color-space reads.Version 2 index the reference instead of the reads [105, 106]
Slider Merge-sort
Reduces the percentage of base call error




Fast and accurate alignments on a wide range of
read lengths. Improved version of SOAP1. SOAP3
is akin to GPU-enabled SOAP2.
[94, 95,
133]
SRmapper X X Small memory footprint. ~2.5GB for humangenome. [101]
SSAHA2 X X Fast alignments for reads of small number ofvariants [149]
Stampy X X
High sensitivity of reads with high percentages of
variants in them. Very slow but can be sped up by
using BWA as a pre-mapping tool
[97]
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Subread X X Uses novel 'seed-and-vote' paradigm to performfast alignments [150]
YAHA X X Recover optimal breakpoints of alignments forstructural variation detection [113]
ZOOM X X 100% sensitivity of reads between 15-240bp withreasonable number of mismatches and gaps. [107]
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RNA, together with DNA and proteins, is one of the three major macromolecules that are
needed for life. Pre-mRNA is synthesized from the DNA in a process called transcription
and is matured by having its introns removed in eukaryotic cells [151]. In mammalian
genomes, alternate splicing adds onto the genomic diversity by generating isoforms of the
same gene [152]. The disruption in the synthesis of mRNA isoforms can cause genetic
diseases [153, 154].
Since it is motivating to produce a map of genes together with their expression level on
the genome-wide scale across various cell types, it is critical to annotate a transcriptome
efficiently and accurately. The prevalent method for producing a genome-wide gene-map
requires the costly and low-throughput method of applying capillary sequencing on
cDNAs or expressed sequence tag (EST) fragments [62]. Due to the usage of low-
throughput sequencing, the true diversity brought about by alternate splicing cannot be
studied in depth without the advent of high throughput data. Alternatives to capillary
sequencing of ESTs are tiling arrays and splice-aware microarrays. Tiling arrays are able
to interrogate large transcribed regions but at limited resolution [155]. As for SJ-aware
microarrays, they are fabricated with probes that hybridize to known RNA sequences and
will not be suitable to quantify expression levels of novel or unrepresented genes [156,
157].
Due to the advent of NGS technologies, we are able to sequence cDNA sequences
derived from RNA fragments [33]. This gave rise to high throughput sequencing of RNA
fragments which we now know as RNA-seq. Methods such as Exonerate [158] and
BLAT [32] which are designed for the alignment of capillary sequencing technologies are
now unable to map voluminous NGS data within competitive timings. In order to
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improve the space-time efficiency in the alignment of RNA-seq data, computational tools
have to be developed to deliver unprecedented speed for the alignment of RNA-seq reads.
Akin to the analysis of DNA-seq datasets, the first step of analyzing RNA-seq datasets is
to align the RNA-seq reads back onto a reference genome or transcriptome. Given the
myriad of aligners developed in the recent years, we are able to group these aligners into
two main groups: Unspliced and spliced aligners.
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The goal of RNA-seq alignment is the resolution of the gene-map together with the entire
set of splice junctions annotated in it for different types of cells. Although the main
challenge in gapped DNA-seq alignment is similar to RNA-seq alignment, the task of
RNA-seq alignment is tougher as reads now need to be split into smaller k-mer for
identification of small-exons (<20 bp) too. Shorter read fragments are harder to map
unambiguously and will be more computationally expensive to resolve during the
extension phase of the alignment. In addition, accurate detection of split junction without
prior knowledge of splice signals is still an open problem especially in lowly transcribed
regions. To make matters worse, canonical splice signals are ubiquitous in both
transcribed and non-transcribed regions.
The presence of unexpressed genomic sequences, which are similar to concatenated
sequences of multiple exons also, pose problems to the accurate alignment of RNA-seq
reads. These regions, which are known as pseudogenes [159], are not transcribed from
the genomic DNA into mRNA sequences and should not have RNA-seq reads mapping
to it. However, due to the case whereby multi-exon spanning reads may map to these
regions, without splicing, will pose a great challenge to exon-first method. Seed-and-
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extend methods will also face problem in determining if an unspliced full alignment of a
RNA-seq read should actually be spliced or not.
In Chapter 6, we will describe the problem of spliced RNA-seq alignment and our
proposed solution to it in detail.
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The unspliced aligners are mostly as described in the previous section on gapped aligners.
In the aspect of aligning RNA-seq data, unspliced aligners are mostly used to align RNA-
seq reads to the assembled transcriptome without having the need to allow for large
intronic gaps during alignment. Due to the use of the assembled transcriptome, unspliced
aligners are also known as annotation-based aligners in the literature. Unspliced aligners
are used when de novo detection of splice junctions is not needed and are great for
mappings reads against a well annotated transcriptome for quantification studies [160-
162]. Some examples of unspliced aligners are ERANGE [160] and RNA-MATE [163].
ERANGE begins by mapping reads onto the DNA reference genome. Reads that cannot
map onto the DNA reference will be mapped again onto a known transcriptome. Highly
reliable mappings from the previous 2-step alignment will be used to calculate the Reads
Per Kilobase per Million mapped reads (RPKM) of putative transcripts. Lastly, the
assignment of leftover ambiguous mappings to the current transcriptome will be based on
the previously calculated RPKM as a form of weightage.
RNA-MATE is developed for aligning color-space RNA-seq reads. It follows a similar 2-
step alignment strategy used in ERANGE. However, it is largely based on a recursive
methodology. A read is truncated if it fails to map to a known transcriptome or DNA
reference. The process of truncation is repeated until the truncated read length reaches a
certain lower threshold or can be mapped using the 2-step alignment strategy. RNA-
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MATE also provides an option to use ambiguous mappings from the alignment step for





Unlike unspliced aligners, spliced aligners align RNA-seq reads, consisting of adjacent
exons and introns in it, back onto a genomic DNA reference genome. The transcripts
represented by NCBI Reference Sequence Database (RefSeq) [165, 166] are downloaded
and used as an oracle set for BEERS [167] to simulate RNA-seq reads from. On 76 bp,
100 bp and 120 bp of 2 millions simulated reads each, it was observed that there is 17.8%,
22.4% and 25.5% of reads spanning across two or more exons respectively in a single
read. With increasing read lengths generated by improving sequencing technologies, it
has become more important for aligner to handle spliced alignments more efficiently and
accurately. Spliced aligners can generally be classified into two categories based on their
method of detecting splice junctions - Exon-first and Seed-and-Extend. We will also
describe a learning-based approach that is a sub-class of spliced aligners here.
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Aligners categorized as exon-first approaches map the original RNA-seq reads onto a
DNA reference in an ungapped fashion first. This initial alignment step will align reads
that do not span across exon-exon junctions successfully. Hence, they are named “exon-
first” approaches. This step essentially quantifies transcript abundance using only exonic
reads and does not account for exon-exon boundaries in the reads. The mapped exonic
reads are used as a guide to guide the detection of splice junction in the latter extension
step. TopHat [40] and G-Mo.R-Se [168] to incorporate the mappings of the exonic reads
to guide the alignment of non-exonic reads. The downside of this approach is that
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sufficient coverage is needed from the exonic mappings before it can be used to align
non-exonic reads confidently.
The unmapped reads from the initial alignment step are now split into shorter fragments
and aligned independently. Since the fragments are now shorter, they stand a better
chance of aligning exactly onto the DNA reference lessening the chance of spanning
across exon-exon boundaries. However, more computational power needs to be spent on
realigning the many alignments that may be returned from the shorter seeded read-length
to their full read-length. Although, extending the seed alignments can be slow, exon-first
aligners can be very efficient as minority of reads would need this computationally
expensive step.
Some examples of exon-first aligners are GEM (splice alignment module) [130],
TopHat1/2 [40, 41], MapSplice [36], SpliceMap [39], SOAPsplice [169] and PASSion
[37].
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This class of spliced aligners begins aligning reads onto a DNA reference by splitting
them up into smaller fragments first. The candidate alignments of these fragments are
then used to localize the actual alignment of the original read. By merging initial seeding
alignments with local realignment, the seeding alignments of the split fragments can be
extended towards one and another to the original full read length. Some methods of this
approach are QPALMA [38], GSNAP [170], Supersplat [171] and STAR [34].
Recently, seed-and-extend strategy is also extended to consider a read as a concatenation
of multiple smaller read fragments by using multiple seeds in the alignment of the reads.
These methods include CRAC [172], OLego [35] and Subjunc [150].
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For both exon-first and seed-and-extend approaches, it is possible to check for flanking
donor-recipient dinucleotides near the intron boundaries with known canonical splice
sites to increase the reliability of detecting novel splice junctions and recover short-
overhangs.
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One of the earliest RNA-seq spliced aligner is QPALMA [38]. It is based on a learning
algorithm, support vector machines (SVM) [173], to learn how splice junctions are
positioned on a reference genome by training with a known set of spliced mappings.
However, the performance of this strategy relies heavily on the completeness of the
underlying training dataset for efficient and accurate performance. PALMapper [174]
succeeded QPALMA, which is a combination of QPALMA and the short read alignment
tool GenomeMapper [175]. PALMapper improved on the speed by using a banded semi-
global and spliced alignment algorithm of GenomeMapper to align the RNA-seq reads
while taking advantage of base quality information and the predictions of splice junctions
from the SVM algorithm.
Also based on a learning approach is HMMSplicer [176] which is a tool developed for
the discovery of novel and known splice junctions. HMMSplicer trains a hidden markov
chain model (HMM) by using the halves of aligned reads that initially cannot align onto
the genomic reference genome. From the trained HMM model, the method tries to find
the splice junctions within the other halves of these aligned reads and match the
remaining portion of the read to the downstream of the spliced sites. As HMMSplicer
trains using data from the input itself, it is also capable of detecting novel splice junctions.
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Since the objective of using machine-learning approach in RNA-seq alignment is for the
accurate discovery of known splice junctions, learning-based approaches can also be
regarded as a subset of spliced aligners.
Most aligners assume a known gene model for the sequenced reads and can be biased
towards the detection of canonical (~98.7% of the splicing junctions in mammalian
sample [177]) and semi-canonical junctions . Non-canonical junctions such as splicing of
exons that does not lie on the same RNA transcript (trans-splicing [178]) may not be
detected. However, learning-based approached can learn from sample-specific data and
train a sample-specific model for unbiased detection of splicing junctions without relying
on annotations of known splicing motifs. As such, this approach might be more suitable
for de novo discovery of splicing junctions of less studied organisms.
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In the previous section, we have reviewed on two main mapping strategies, possible
usage of known canonical splicing signals and annotated intronic gaps for guided RNA-
seq alignment. We summarize and characterize different RNA-seq alignment methods for
the analysis of transcriptome in Table 3.4.
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Table 3.4. Methods for RNA-seq alignment and their respective mapping strategies and usage of annotations for spliced alignments
Methods







Extend Yes No Biased Unbiased
ABmapper X X X
k-mer from both ends of seeds are searched
against Suffix Array index and extended
towards each. Still essentially a exon-first
approach as seeds is extended for exonic
mapping first.
[179]
CRAC X X X
Uses k-mer profiling to detect candidate
mutations, indels, splicing and chimeric
junctions
[172]
GEM-rna-mapper X X X X Based on GEM. (unpublished) [130]
GSNAP X X X
Detection of novel splice junctions is based
on a probabilistic model implemented as a
maximum entropy model on user-specified
known splice junctions.[180]
[170]
HMMsplicer X L X Uses half-read mapping to train a HMM todetect most probable splice position [176]
MapNext X X X X
Using un-annotated mode, searches paired k-
mer in a hash table within 10kbp and with
the same strand
[181]
MapSplice X X X Sensitive for exonic reads [36]
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OLego X X L X
Targeted at finding small exon and good
specificity on exonic reads. Based on logistic
regression for detecting splice junctions
[35]
OSA X X X X Trims poor-quality 3' ends of reads andimproves alignment speed [182]
PALMapper X L X Combined QPALMA and GenomeMapper [174]
PASSion X X X
Use of pattern growth algorithm and splicing
signals to detect both novel and known
splicing junctions
[37]
PASTA - L X
Similar to seed-eXtend strategy, it uses
patterned alignments of 2 subreads split at
various points for spliced mapping
[183]
QPALMA X L X
Used in silico spliced reads from annotated
genome to train a 'weighted degree' kernel
with SVMs
[38]
RNASEQR X X X Reduces false identifications of SNVs nearsplice junctions [184]
RUM X X X X
Combination of Bowtie (exonic) and BLAT
(spliced) are used to align reads to both the
transcriptome and genome
[167]
SeqSaw X X X Based on SeqMap [148]. High specificity indetecting splice junctions [185]
SOAPsplice X X X Use two filtration strategies to produce lowfalse positive rates [169]
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SpliceMap X X X 50bp reads cannot be extended for more than40bp and residual overhang must be >10bp [39]
SplitSeek X X X Suitable for detecting novel splicingjunctions and chimeric transcripts [186]
STAR X X X X Ultrafast aligner that can discover non-canonical junctions and fusion junctions [34]
Subread/Subjunc X X X Uses a seed-and-vote strategy on sub-readsfor alignment [150]
Supersplat X X X
Finds every possible splice junction by
mapping different 2-chunk reads for
alignment
[171]
TopHat 1/2 X X X X
Construct exon islands with exonic reads to
determine localize final splice junctions.
TopHat2 can handle indels
[40, 41]
TrueSight X X X
Takes all possible splice junctions of a
transcriptome from the aligning reads and
learn a regression model to find best
assignments for them
[187]
X-Mate X X X
Upgraded version of RNA-Mate [163].
Designed for color-space reads but can align
base-space reads too
[164]







DNA methylation modifies the nucleotide cytosine by the addition of methyl groups to its
C5 carbon residue by DNA methyltransferases [188]. This modification can be inherited
through cell division and it plays an important role in many biological processes, such as
heterochromatin and transcriptional silencing [189, 190], imprinting genes [191],
inactivating the X chromosome [192] and silencing of repetitive DNA components in
healthy and diseased (including cancerous) cells [193, 194]. Methylation analysis can
also be used to diagnose pre-natal Down’s syndrome [195]. Thus, the genome-wide
methylation profiles of different tissues are important to understand the complex nature
and effects of DNA methylation.
In the past decade, quantum leaps have been made in the development of sequencing
technologies by vendors such as Illumina-Solexa and Applied BioSystems (AB)-SOLiD.
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These can generate millions of short reads at a lower cost compared to traditional Sanger
methods [65, 196-199]. Bisulfite (BS) treatment converts unmethylated cytosines (Cs) to
uracils (which are then amplified by PCR as thymine (T) without affecting the other
nucleotide bases and methylated cytosines [200]. Next-generation sequencing coupled
with bisulfite treatment enables us to produce a methylome of a genome at single base
resolution and low cost.
4.2 #,3(;,+ '692
One important step in calling methylation of a genome is to map BS reads. Mapping of
BS reads is different from that of ChIP-Seq and RNA-Seq data since the non-methylated
Cs are converted to Ts by BS treatment and subsequent PCR. The BS reads are difficult
to map to the reference genome due to the high number of mismatches between the
converted Ts and the original Cs. For mapping Illumina BS reads, the pioneering
published methods are BSMAP [85] and RMAP [83]. BSMAP aligns a BS read to the
reference genome by first enumerating all C-to-T combinations within a user-defined
length k seed of the reads; then, through hashing, BSMAP aligns the seeds onto the
genome and putative alignments are extended and validated with the original reads. After
this step, BSMAP can output an unambiguous hit for each read, if available. BRAT [79]
uses a similar strategy as BSMAP. It converts the reference genome into a TA reference
and a CG reference (each converted reference uses one bit per base). Using a 36-mer hash
table, BRAT aligns the first 36 bases of every read and its 1-neighbors on the two
converted references to identify possible alignments. RMAP uses layered seeds as a bit-
mask to select a subset of the bases in the reads and constructs a hash table to index all
the reads. However, these seed-hash-based approaches are slow.
Subsequently, several methods were proposed to map BS reads onto the converted
genomes. MethylCoder [201] surfaced as a BS read mapper that uses GSNAP [170] to do
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a primary mapping of in silico converted reads (that is, all Cs in the reads are converted
to Ts) onto a converted reference genome (that is, all Cs in the genome are converted to
Ts). Those reads that fail to map onto the converted genome will be remapped again in
their original forms onto the original reference. BS-Seeker [81] and Bismark [78] use a
similar conversion strategy as BSMAP except that they align the reads with Bowtie [92]
and unique hits are found by a seed-then-extend methodology. (Note that every tool has
its own uniqueness criterion. A tool will denote a read to have a unique hit if it finds
exactly one occurrence of the read in the reference genome.) Both methods trade
accuracy for efficiency.
AB-SOLiD color reads are different from Illumina reads since they encode every pair of
bases with four different colors. (For more details on this sequencing technology and how
it differs from sequencing by synthesis, see [18, 58, 202, 203].) Unlike BS mapping of
Illumina reads onto converted genomes, mapping BS color reads onto converted genomes
produces many mismatches when the regions are highly methylated [204]. This also
causes a dramatic decrease in the unique mapping rate and unbiased measurements of
hypomethylation sites. In addition, a single color error in a read will lead to incorrect
conversions throughout the rest of the read (Figure 4.1a,b). Although in silico conversion
of Cs to Ts guarantees unbiased alignments in base space, this is not preferred for color
reads.
SOCS-B [205] and B-SOLANA [86] were developed to map BS color reads. SOCS-B
splits a color read into four parts and tries to get hits for any combination of two parts via
an iterative Rabin-Karp approach [206]. SOCS-B uses a dynamic programming (DP)
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Figure 4.1. (a,b) Base call error simulation in Illumina and SOLiD reads reflecting one
mismatch with respect to the reference from which they are simulated in their respective
base- and color-space. (b) A naïve conversion of color read to base space, for the purpose
of mapping against the base space reference, is not recommended as a single color base
error will introduce cascading mismatches in base space. (c) A BS conversion in base
space will introduce two adjacent mismatches in its equivalent representation in color
space.
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approach to convert an aligned read to the aligned portion of the reference genome. The
conversion starts with all possible four nucleotides as the pseudo-terminal base (rather
than just the terminal base from the read). Subsequently, the sub-strings of the four
translations are used to generate partial hashing seeds that are then mapped onto the
hashed reference genome. However, the running time of SOCS-B is long and the unique
mapping rate is too low to be practical. B-SOLANA improves speed and unique mapping
rate by aligning against both fully converted and non-CpG converted references
simultaneously with Bowtie. The final hits are determined by checking their number of
mismatches.
A recent Nature review paper [204] reported that Bismark and BS-Seeker are the most
recent published methods for mapping BS base reads whereas B-SOLANA is the most
recent published method for mapping BS color reads. This review also highlighted the
main challenges to develop methods that can map reads unbiasedly and to improve
unique mapping rates for mapping color reads.
4.3 #,:<3;:
BatMeth (Basic Alignment Tool for Methylation) was developed by us to address the
issues of efficiency and accuracy on mapping BS reads from Illumina and BS color reads
from SOLiD. Unlike existing algorithms, BatMeth does not map the BS reads in the
initial stage. Instead, BatMeth counts the number of hits of the BS reads to remove
spurious orientations of a read. This idea has significantly sped up the mapping process
and has also reduced the number of false positives. When dealing with color reads,
BatMeth reduced bias on hypomethylation measurements with high initial mismatch
scanning. BatMeth also employed a DP conversion step for the color reads to account for
BS mismatch accurately and an incremental processing step to produce higher unique




In order to evaluate the performance of our pipeline, we have tested the following
programs: BSMAP, BS-Seeker, and Bismark for base-space mapping; and SOCS-B and
B-SOLANA for color-space mapping. BS-Seeker and Bismark only output unique hits
for each read. BSMAP, SOCS-B and B-SOLANA will output at most one hit per read,
with a flag to indicate if a hit is unique. Some reads can map to multiple genomic
locations and since a read can only come from one origin, retaining such non-unique
mappings will affect the accuracy of downstream analysis such as unbiased methylation
site calls. To avoid the problem of wrong methylation calls, all six programs were thus
compared with their unique mapping rates.
All our experiments were run on a server equipped with an Intel Xeon E7450 @ 2.40GHz
and 128 GB of RAM. We allowed the same mismatch number and CPU threads on all the
compared programs in our experiments. Other parameters were kept at default (see
Section 1 of Additional file 1 for the choice of parameters used).
We have compared the performance of BatMeth with recent stable versions of BSMAP
(2.4.2), BS-Seeker, Bismark (0.5.4), SOCS-B (2.1.1) and B-SOLANA (1.0) using both
simulated and real data sets (BS-Seeker, Bismark and B-SOLANA used Bowtie 0.12.7 in
our experiments). With simulated Illumina and SOLiD reads, BatMeth (default mode)
recovered the highest number of hits, has the lowest noise rate and is the fastest among
the compared programs. BatMeth is also able to produce better unbiased results than the
other programs by comparing the detected methylation levels in different genomic
contexts over simulated data sets (Illumina and SOLiD reads) of different methylation
levels. With a paired-end library, we show the specificity of our Illumina results by
counting the pairs of concordant paired reads that fall within the expected insert size of
the library. With a directional library, we indicate the specificity of our results with
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direction-specific information. In summary, BatMeth is an improved BS mapper in terms
of speed, recovery rate and accuracy, and, in particular, has addressed the main
challenges of mapping color reads identified in [204].
We have not included RMAP in our comparisons as it only performs biased mapping in a
non-CpG context. MethylCoder was also not included because a newer variant of it,
namely B-SOLANA, has been released (MethylCoder’s release notes mention that it is
now deprecated due to the release of B-SOLANA). BRAT was considered impractical as
it only considers one base error in the first 36 bp of a read and therefore was not included
in our experiments.
Below, we define ‘recovery’ to be the portion of the unique hits recovered by the
programs. We also define ‘accuracy’ to be the portion of the recovered hits that are
correct. All recorded timings are wall clock times. A ‘hit’ is a genomic location to which
a read is aligned. Lastly, due to sequencing errors and BS mismatches, we allow k (>0)
mismatches when mapping a BS read onto a reference. A genomic location is deemed to
be unique for a read if it is the only location with the lowest number of mismatches with
respect to the read.

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We generated 1 million reads, each 75 bp long, which were randomly simulated from the
human genome hg19 using the simulator found in RMAP-bs [207]. The data set was built
by allowing a maximum of three mismatches per read. Each C in the simulated read,
regardless of its context, was BS converted at a uniform rate of 97%. We benchmarked
BatMeth and the other methods, BSMAP, BS-Seeker and Bismark, on this data set (see
Section 1.1 of Additional file 1 for parameters used). Since the original coordinates in the
simulated reads are known, we can evaluate the accuracy of all the programs by
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comparing their outputs with the original coordinates. We mapped the reads onto the
reference allowing at most three mismatches. BatMeth recovered the most number of true
positives and the lowest number of false positives and is the fastest program, as shown in
Figure 4.2a.
We further illustrate that BatMeth can achieve better unbiased methylation calls than the
best published method, Bismark, by replicating the experimental settings of Figure 4.2b
in [204]. We used the same simulator, Sherman [208], the same number of reads (1
million), the same length of read (75 bases) and the same reference genome (NCBI37) for
this comparison. We used Sherman to simulate 11 sets of data, from 0% to 100% of BS
conversion in increments of 10%. Sherman emulates BS conversion by converting all Cs
regardless of their genomic context with a uniform distribution. No non-BS mismatches
were allowed in the reads, during the scanning phase, for both BatMeth and Bismark. The
results produced by Bismark show exactly the same trends as the graph that was
presented in [204]. Table 4.1 presents the performance of BatMeth and Bismark in terms
of mapping efficiency, detected methylation levels in different genomic contexts from
various in silico methylation rates in different contexts (CG, CHG and CHH genomic
contexts, where H stands for base A/C/T only). BatMeth has an average of approximately
1.1% better mapping efficiency and about twice the accuracy as Bismark in estimating
methylation levels of Cs from different genomic contexts with different initial
methylation levels.
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Figure 4.2. Benchmarking of programs on various simulated and real data sets (a)
Benchmark results of BatMeth and other methods on the simulated reads: A, BatMeth; B,
BSMAP; C, BS-Seeker; D, Bismark. The timings do not include index/table building
time for BatMeth, BS-Seeker, and Bismark. These three programs only involve a one-
time index-building procedure but BSMAP rebuilds its seed-table upon every start of a
mapping procedure. (b) Insert lengths of uniquely mapped paired reads and the running
times for the compared programs. (c) Benchmark results on simulated SOLiD reads.
Values above the bars are the percentage of false positives in the result sets. The numbers
inside the bars are the number of hits returned by the respective mappers. The graph on
the right shows the running time. SOCS-B took approximately 16,500 seconds and is not
included in this figure. (d) BS and non-BS induced (SNP) adjacent color mismatches.
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Table 4.1. Comparison of mapping efficiencies and estimation of methylation levels in
various genomic contexts





efficiency CG CHG CHH
Mapping
efficiency CG CHG CHH
94.2 0.0 0.0 0.0 91.1 0.0 0.0 0.0 0.0
94.0 10.0 10.0 10.0 92.1 10.0 10.0 10.0 10.0
93.9 20.0 20.0 20.0 92.4 20.0 20.1 20.0 20.0
93.8 30.0 30.0 30.0 92.5 29.9 30.0 30.0 30.0
93.6 39.9 40.0 40.0 92.5 40.0 40.0 40.0 40.0
93.5 50.0 50.0 50.0 92.6 50.0 50.0 50.0 50.0
93.4 60.0 60.0 60.0 92.6 60.0 60.1 60.0 60.0
93.2 70.0 70.0 70.0 92.7 70.0 70.0 70.0 70.0
93.0 79.9 80.0 80.0 92.6 79.9 80.0 80.0 80.0
92.8 90.0 90.0 90.0 92.6 90.1 90.0 90.0 90.0
92.6 100 100.0 100.0 92.6 100.0 100.0 100.0 100.0
Methylation levels in various genomic contexts, such as CG, CHG and CHH (H is A/C/T only), are called by BatMeth and Bismark and




We downloaded about 850 million reads sequenced by Illumina Genome Analyzer II
(Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) accession number GSE19418) [209] on H9
embryonic stem cells. Since BSMAP is not efficient enough to handle the full data set, 2
million paired-end reads were randomly extracted from one of the runs in GSE19418 for
comparative analysis with BSMAP. Reads were observed to have a lot of Ns near the 3’
end and were trimmed down to 51 bp before being mapped onto hg19 with at most two
mismatches per read (see Section 1.2 of Additional file 1 for parameters used).
For this sample data set, BatMeth mapped 1,518,591 (75.93%) reads uniquely compared
to 1,511,385 (75.57%) by BSMAP, 1,474,880 (73.74%) by BS-Seeker and 1,498,451
(74.92%) by Bismark. Out of all the hits reported by BatMeth, 1,505,190, 1,464,417 and
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1,481,251 mapped loci were also reported by BSMAP, BS-Seeker and Bismark,
respectively. BatMeth found 13,401, 54,174 and 37,340 extra hits when compared to
BSMAP, BS-Seeker and Bismark, respectively. BSMAP, BS-Seeker and Bismark also
found 6,195, 10,463 and 17,220 extra hits, respectively, when compared to our result set.
Next, we mapped the two reads of every paired-end read independently to investigate the
mapping accuracy of the compared programs. Since the insert size of this set of paired-
end reads is approximately 300 bp, a pair of partner reads can be expected to be mapped
correctly with a high probability if they are mapped concordantly within a nominal
distance of 1,000 bp. The high number of such pairable reads (Figure 4.2b) indicates that
BatMeth is accurate. Figure 4.2b also shows that BatMeth is fast.
Table 4.2. Comparison of speed and unique mapping rates on three lanes of human BS
data
Number of Unique mapping (%) a Running time (minutes) a
Read file reads BatMeth BS-Seeker BatMeth BS-Seeker
SRR019048 15,331,851 37.4 37.2 30 87
SRR019501 7,217,883 44.7 44.5 16 41
SRR019597 5,943,586 58.2 58.1 13 37
aThreshold of two mismatches used.
We have also downloaded approximately 28.5 million reads sequenced by Illumina
Genome Analyzer II on the human H1 embryonic cell line (GEO accession numbers
SRR019048, SRR019501 and SRR019597) [81]. We only compared BatMeth with BS-
Seeker since BSMAP and Bismark are too slow (see Section 1.3 of Additional file 1 on
parameters used). Furthermore, Krueger and Andrews [78] mention that Bismark is both
slower and less likely to report unique hits than BS-Seeker. Table 4.2 shows the unique
mapping rates and running times of BatMeth and BS-Seeker. In summary, BatMeth
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achieved the best mappability rate, lowest estimated false positive rate and was the fastest
on real Illumina data.

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We generated 10,000 simulated reads, each having 51 color bases, that were randomly
extracted from chromosome 1 of UCSC hg19 using the simulator from RMAP-bs [207].
RMAP-bs was used to convert the Cs in the reads, regardless of its context, to Ts at a
uniform rate of 97% to simulate BS conversions. In addition, for each read, zero to two
non-BS base mismatches were introduced with equal chance before the read was
converted to color space. Lastly, sequencing errors were added at a uniform rate of 5% to
the reads.
The simulated color reads were mapped using BatMeth, SOCS-B and B-SOLANA
allowing resultant unique hits to have at most three mismatches. Precisely, BatMeth and
SOCS-B allowed at most three non-BS mismatches while B-SOLANA did not discount
BS mismatches (see Section 1.4 of Additional file 1 for parameters used). Figure 4.2c
summarizes the results of the three programs together with the verification against the
oracle set. BatMeth gave many more correct hits and fewer wrong hits than both SOCS-B
and B-SOLANA. BatMeth can be made to offer a flexible tradeoff between unique
mapping rates and speed. In the ‘default’ mode, BatMeth was found to be more sensitive
(approximately 15%) and faster (approximately 10%) than the most recent published B-
SOLANA. In the ‘sensitive’ mode, BatMeth was found to be more sensitive
(approximately 29%) and slower (approximately two times) than B-SOLANA. In
addition to producing approximately 15% to 29% more correct hits, BatMeth had a
precision of 94.5% while that of B-SOLANA and SOCS-B was 92.1% and 91.5%,
respectively. These statistics show that BatMeth is an accurate mapper for color reads.
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To illustrate that BatMeth can achieve better unbiased methylation calls for color reads
than the best published method, B-SOLANA, we replicated the experimental settings of
Figure 4.2c in [204] to compare the two programs; we used the same simulator
(Sherman), the same number of reads (1 million), the same length of read (75 bp) and the
same reference genome (NCBI37) for this comparison. We used Sherman to simulate 11
sets of data, from 0% to 100% of BS conversion at increments of 10%. Sherman emulates
BS conversion by converting all Cs regardless of their genomic context with a uniform
distribution. Default parameters were used for BatMeth and B-SOLANA. The graph
produced by us for B-SOLANA shows the same trends as that presented in [204]. We
further broke down the graphs as well as those in Figures 4.3a (BatMeth) and 3b (B-
SOLANA), which show rates of methylation calling for various in silico methylation
rates (0% to 100% at divisions of 10% of BS conversion) in different contexts (CG, CHG
and CHH genomic contexts, where H stands for base A/C/T only) of the genomes, into
separate series of data. Subsequently, we did a direct comparison between BatMeth and
B-SOLANA to show that BatMeth is better than B-SOLANA in all contexts of
methylation calling, namely, CG (Figure 4.3c), CHG (Figure 4.3d), CHH (Figure 4.3e)
and non-unique mapping rates (Figure 4.3f). To be exact, BatMeth was approximately
0.7%, 0.7% and 2.2% more accurate than B-SOLANA in the methylation callings of the
CG, CHG and CHH sites, respectively, and had an average of approximately 9.2% more
non-unique mappings than B-SOLANA on the tested data sets.
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Figure 4.3. A total of 106, 75 bp long reads were simulated from human (NCBI37)
genomes. Eleven data sets with different rates of BS conversion, 0% to 100% at
increments of 10% (context is indicated), were created and aligned to the NCBI37
genome. (a-e) The x-axis represents the detected methylation conversion percentage. The
y-axis represents the simulated methylation conversion percentage. (f) The x-axis
represents the mapping efficiency of the programs. The y-axis represents the simulated
methylation conversion percentage of the data set that the program is mapping. (a,b) The
mapping statistics for various genomic contexts and mapping efficiency with data sets at
different rates of BS conversion for BatMeth and B-SOLANA, respectively. (c-e)
Comparison of the methylated levels detected by BatMeth and B-SOLANA in the context
of genomic CG, CHG and CHH, respectively. (f) Comparison of mapping efficiencies of




We downloaded about 495 million reads sequenced by AB SOLiD system 3.0 (Sequence
Read Archive (SRA) accession number SRX062398) [199] on colorectal cancer. Since
SOCS-B is not efficient enough to handle the full data set, 100,000 reads were randomly
extracted from SRR204026 to evaluate BatMeth against SOCS-B and B-SOLANA. The
mismatch threshold used was 3 (see Section 1.5 of Additional file 1 for parameters used).
Table 4.3. Unique mapping rates and speed on 100,000 real color reads
SRR204026 Unique mapping (%)a Estimated noise (%)b Timing
BatMeth (fast) 39.6 0.47 77 s
BatMeth (default) 45.8 0.94 247 s
BatMeth (sensitive) 52.1 1.75 521 s
B-SOLANAc 37.4 2.06 130 s
SOCS-Bd 28.3 4.55 ~71 h
a We tabulated the unique mapping rates of the 100,000 reads. bThe error rates are estimated from the number of reverse-strand mappings as
stated by Equation 2 in Materials and methods. cNote that 3.26% of B-SOLANA’s resultant reads are double-counted as B-SOLANA
reported two hits for them. One of the two hits is assumed to be correct for the estimation of the noise rate of B-SOLANA. dReverse-strand
mapping is allowed by enabling G-A transitions in SOCS-B. BatMeth fast, default, and sensitive modes were run with -n0-N3, -n0-N4, -n0-
N5 as parameters, respectively.
Table 4.3 compares the unique mapping rates and running times between BatMeth,
SOCS-B and B-SOLANA. Note that BatMeth always has a higher unique mapping rate
(from 39.6% to 52.1%; from fast to sensitive mode) than the next best method, B-
SOLANA with 37.4%. At the same time, BatMeth maintained low rates of noise (from
0.47% to 1.75%; from fast to sensitive mode). Hence, it is still more specific than the
other programs. In terms of running time, BatMeth fast mode is approximately 1.7 times
faster and BatMeth sensitive mode is approximately 4 times slower than B-SOLANA. It
was also observed that 3.26% of the resultant hits from B-SOLANA are duplicated; some
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of the reads were given two hit locations as B-SOLANA traded speed for checking the
uniqueness of hits.
Based on the experiments performed, BatMeth’s memory usage peaked at 9.3 GB
(approximately 17 seconds of load time) for Illumina reads and 18.8 GB (approximately
35 seconds of load time) for color reads while BSMAP and BS-Seeker peaked at 9+ GB
and Bismark peaked at 12 GB. SOCS-B peaked at 7+ GB and B-SOLANA peaked at 12
GB. Parameters used for all experiments are recorded in Additional file 1. In summary,
the experiments in this section show that BatMeth is the fastest among all the compared
programs. Furthermore, BatMeth also has the highest recovery rate of unique hits




The problem of mapping BS reads is defined as follows. A BS treatment mismatch is
defined as a mismatch where the aligned position is a T in the read and the corresponding
position in the reference genome is a C. Given a set of BS reads, our task is to map each
BS read onto the reference genome location, which minimizes the number of non-BS
mismatches.
The algorithm of BatMeth is as follows. BatMeth starts off by preparing the converted
genome and does a one-time indexing on it. Next, low complexity BS reads are discarded;
otherwise, we obtain counts of the hits for BS reads and discard the hits according to list
filtering. After this, each of the retained hits will be checked for BS mismatches by
ignoring C to T conversions caused by the BS treatment. BatMeth reports the unique hit
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with the lowest non-BS mismatches for each read. Figure 4.4a outlines the algorithm and
we discuss the novel components that aid BatMeth to gain speed and accuracy below.
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Similar to BS-Seeker and Bismark, we prepare a converted reference genome with all Cs
converted to Ts. Since the plus and minus strands are not complementary after Cs are
converted to Ts, we have to create two converted references where one is for the plus
strand and the other is for the minus strand. Burrows-Wheeler transform (BWT) indexing
of the two new converted references is done before the mapping.
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BatMeth does not map BS reads with low complexity. The complexity of the raw read is
computed as Shannon’s entropy, and raw BS reads with a differential entropy H < 0.25
are discarded. In BatMeth, differential entropy is estimated from the discrete entropy of
the histogram of A/C/G/T in a read. Depending on the design of the wet-lab experiment,
the amount of reads being discarded by this entropy cutoff varies. In our experiments on
Illumina reads, approximately 0.5% of the reads were discarded.
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For those reads that pass the complexity filter, we first convert all Cs to Ts and map them
against the converted genomes. In contrast to existing methods, BatMeth does not obtain
the best or second best hits (for example, BS-Seeker and Bismark) from each possible
orientation of a converted read and reports the lowest-mismatch locus to be the resultant
hit for a read. In the case of hyper-methylation, the correct hit may not be the best or
second best hit as it might contain more mismatches. Thus, this approach will miss some
correct solutions. BatMeth also does not enumerate all hits like BSMAP, which is slow.
Instead of mapping the reads directly, BatMeth counts the number of hits where the read
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or its reverse complement can occur on the two converted genomes using an in-house
short read mapper, BatMis Aligner [210]. Table 4.4 shows the four ways of aligning the
converted reads onto the converted genomes, which yield four counts of hits.
Table 4.4. Possible ways to map a BS read onto the converted genome
Reference (C T) RC reference (C T)
Read (C T) Count 1 Count 2
RC Read (C T) Count 3 Count 4
RC, reverse-complement.
Out of the four counts on the four lists, only one list contains the true hit. List filtering
aims to filter away those spurious lists of hits (represented by the counts) that are unlikely
to contain the true hit. Note that a read can appear to be repetitive on one strand but
unique on the opposite strand of the DNA. Hence, if a list has many hits (by default the
cutoff is set to be 40 hits) with the same number of mismatches, we discard such a list
since it is likely to be spuriously reported for one strand of the reference genome.
Another reason for rejecting such lists is that they may contain hits that may be of the
same mismatch number as the hit that is unique on the opposite strand, rendering all hits
as ambiguous.
Apart from improving the uniqueness of the putative resultant hit among all reported hits




Figure 4.4. Outline of the mapping procedure. (a) Mapping procedure on Illumina BS
base reads. (b) Mapping procedure on SOLiD color-space BS reads.
1. Prepare 4 Reference Indexes for the two fully-converted color genomes and the two non-CpG converted color
genomes.
2. For every read do
3. Count the number of hits for 2 possible ways to map the read and its reverse on the fully-converted color
genomes
4. Apply List Filtering on the counts obtained from Step 3.
5. Apply Mismatch Stage Filtering to the unfiltered list from Step 4.
6. Apply Conversion of Bisulfite Color reads to Base reads to the hits from Step 5.
7. Determine the Color Mismatch Counts for the hits on the ordered hits from Step 6.
8. If the least mismatch hit is unique then
9. Report it. Goto Step 14.
10. ElseIf the least mismatch hit is non-unique
11. Reported it as non-unique. Goto Step 14.
12. ElseIf no hits found on fully-converted color genomes then
13. Repeat Steps 3 to 14 with non-CpG-converted color genomes
14. EndIf
15. EndFor
1. Prepare the converted Reference Indexes for both plus and minus strands.
2. For each input read do
3. Prepare the plus and minus conversions of the read
4. Count the number of hits using 4 possible ways to map the converted reads on the Converted Genome
5. Using List Filtering, we filter the lists whose number of hits > cutoff
6. For each hit in the unfiltered lists, compute the number of mismatches ignoring the BS-treatment mismatches.
7. If the least mismatch hit is unique then
8. Report its location.
9. Else




This improves the efficiency of the algorithm. For example, consider the simulated BS-
converted read
‘ATATATATGTGTATATATATATATATATATATGTGTATATATATGTGTGTATA
TATATATA TATATATGTATATAT’ being mapped onto the converted hg19 genomes
as discussed earlier. We obtained four counts of 1, 0, 40 and 40 hits by mapping the
converted reads onto the converted genomes. The last two lists are filtered away since
they have too many hits, leaving us to check only one hit instead of 81 for BS
mismatches. Since the data are simulated, the unfiltered hit is found to be the correct
unique hit for this read, which the other mappers cannot find.
Table 4.5. Cutoffs for list filtering on simulated reads from the Results section
List size
Mismatch counting in
secondsa Correct hit Wrong hit Total hit
20 136 901,164 1,516 902,680
40 165 901,160 1,462 902,622
60 191 901,165 1,454 902,619
100 279 901,166 1,448 902,614
200 475 901,166 1,447 902,613
500 1,197 901,167 1,450* 902,617
1,000 2,942 901,167 1,450* 902,617
Asterisks indicate increased false-positives produced with large list filtering cutoffs.
Table 4.5 shows the effect of using list filtering on the same set of simulated data from
the evaluation on the simulated Illumina reads. We ran BatMeth with different cutoffs for
list filtering and we can see that the time taken increased linearly with increasing cutoffs
for list filtering while sensitivity and accuracy dropped. With large cutoffs such as ≥500
(marked by asterisks in Table 4.5), the number of wrong hits increased while sensitivity
still continued to drop. Thus, we have chosen a cutoff of 40 for a balance of speed,
sensitivity and accuracy. (Disabling list filtering will cause BatMeth to check through all
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the reported candidate locations for a read and will slow BatMeth down by approximately
20-fold, as shown in Table 4.5.)
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Due to the di-nucleotide encoding and sequencing errors in SOLiD color reads, a naïve
conversion from color space to base space is hardly possible without errors. As a color
error in a read will introduce cascading base-space errors, we cannot use the method
described in ‘Methods for base reads’ above to map BS color reads. This section
describes how we aim to map each BS color read uniquely to the reference genome while
minimizing the number of non-BS treatment mismatches.
The algorithm of BatMeth is as follows. BatMeth starts by preparing the converted
genome and non-CpG converted genome and does a one-time BWT indexing on them.
For every color read, we do a ‘counting hits of BS color reads’ for it on the references
and discard the list of hits according to list filtering. After applying mismatch stage
filtering, the unfiltered hits are converted to base space as described in ‘Conversion of
bisulfite color reads to base reads’ below to allow for the checking of BS mismatches.
The color mismatch count for the retained hits is then determined and the unique locus
with the lowest mismatch count reported; otherwise, no hits will be reported for this read.
We have also utilized additional heuristics, such as fast mapping onto two indexes and
handling hypo- and/or hyper-methylation sites to speed up and improve the accuracy of
BatMeth, which we discuss below. All the components, namely list filtering, mismatch
stage filtering, conversion of BS color reads to base reads, color mismatch count, fast
mapping onto two indexes and handling hypo- and/or hyper methylation sites differ from
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existing methods. Figure 4.4b outlines the algorithm and shows how the components are
assembled for SOLiD color-space BS read mapping.
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The reference genome and its reverse-complement were first prepared by converting all
its Cs to Ts as described in the base reads mapping procedures; then, the two converted
genomes are encoded into color space. These two genomes are called fully converted
color genomes. In addition, the reference genome and its reverse-complement are
similarly converted except that the Cs in CpG are left unchanged. We call these the non-
CpG converted color genomes. Finally, the BWT indexes for these four color genomes
are generated.
In the algorithm, the BS color reads will be mapped to the fully converted color genomes
to identify unique hits first; if this fails, we will try to map the reads onto the non-CpG
converted color genomes and BatMeth will label which reference a hit is from.
The reason for using the non-CpG converted genome is that the conversion step for BS
color reads is different from that for Illumina. In Illumina reads, the C-to-T mismatches
between the raw BS reads and the reference genome are eliminated by converting all Cs
to Ts in both the reads and the reference genomes. However, we cannot make such a
conversion in BS color reads as we do not know the actual nucleotides in the reads.
Based on biological knowledge, we know that CpG sites are expected to be more
methylated [211]. Hence, such conversion reduces the number of mismatches when the
color reads are mapped onto the reference genome in color space. This aids in gaining




Unlike sequencing by Illumina, SOLiD only sequences reads from the original BS-treated
DNA strands. During PCR amplification, both strands of the DNA are amplified but only
the original forward strands are sequenced. Subsequently, during the sequencing phase,
reverse-complement reads are non-existent as a specific 5’ ligated P1 adaptor is used. As
such, matches to the reverse-complement of the BS-converted reference genome are
invalid.
In other words, although a BS color read has four possible orientations to map on the
non-CpG converted color genomes (or the fully converted color genomes), only two
orientations are valid as opposed to the four orientations in the pipeline on Illumina reads
Table 4.6. Possible ways to map a BS color read onto the converted color genome
Reference (C T) RC reference (C T)
Read Count 1 Invalid
RC read Invalid Count 4
RC, reverse-complement.
(Table 4.6). As opposed to the mapping of Illumina reads, it is not preferred to do a
naïve conversion of color reads to base space prior to mapping. Figure 4.1a shows that a
single base call error in an Illumina read will introduce one mismatch with respect to the
reference. However, Figure 4.1b shows that a single base color call error in a color read
will introduce cascading base mismatches instead of just one color mismatch if we are to
map the color read as it is onto the reference in color space.
Thus, we will need to do a primary map onto a converted genome with a higher mismatch
parameter (by default, 4) than what we usually use for Illumina BS reads as a BS
mismatch will introduce two adjacent color mismatches (see Figure 4.1c for an example
of BS-induced adjacent color mismatches). Similar to mapping Illumina reads, we count
the number of possible hits from the two valid orientations. Then, the list filtering step is
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applied to filter the lists with too many hits (by default, more than 10). (Note that this
property also helps us to estimate the noise rate; we discuss this further in ‘Noise
estimation in color reads’ below.)
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After the color BS reads are aligned to the reference genome, we can convert the color
BS reads to their most-likely nucleotide equivalent representation. In the context of BS
mapping, we discount all the mismatches caused by BS conversions.
We use a DP formulation as presented in [90] to convert color reads to base reads except
that the costs for BS-induced mismatches have to be zeroed when the reference is C and
the read is T. This conversion is optimal and we use the converted base read to check
against the putative genomic locations from list filtering to interrogate all mismatches in
the read to determine if they are caused by BS conversion, base call error or SNP.
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After converting each color read to its base-space equivalent representation, we can
calculate the number of base mismatches that are actually caused by BS treatment in the
color read. Figure 4.2d shows two different types of adjacent color mismatches that are
caused by BS conversion (left) and non-BS conversion (right). For BS-induced adjacent
mismatches, we assign a mismatch cost of 0 to the hit. For non-BS-induced adjacent
mismatches, we assign a mismatch cost of 1 to the hit.
To be precise, we consider a color read as C[1..L], where L is the read length, and let
B[1..L-1] be the converted base read computed from the DP described previously and
mm[i] as a mismatch at position i of C, which is computed using Equation 4.1. The




We have developed a set of heuristics to improve the rate of finding a unique hit among
the set of candidate hits. First, we sort and group the initial hits by their number of color
mismatches; then, we try to find a unique hit with the minimum non-BS-mismatch count
within each group of hits.
As the bound of color mismatches is known, we can apply a linear time bucket sort to
order all the candidate hits according to their mismatch counts. The group of initial
mapping loci with the lowest mismatch number is recounted for their number of base
mismatches using the converted read in base space obtained from the previously
discussed DP formulation. If a unique lowest base mismatch hit exists among them, we
report this location as unique for this read. Otherwise, we proceed to recount the base
mismatches for the group of mapping loci with the next highest color mismatch count.
We continue this procedure until a unique hit is found or until there are no more color-
space mismatch groups to be examined. A unique hit must be unique and also minimizes
the base mismatch counts among all previously checked hits in the previous groups.
Mismatch stage filtering enables us to check less candidate hits, which speeds up the
algorithm. It also improves the unique mapping rate as there are less ambiguous hits
within a smaller group of candidate hits.
When the above components are applied, the mapping rates on SOLiD data improve
progressively as seen below. By using Equation 1 to count color mismatches, BatMeth
was able to increase the number of unique mappings by approximately 9% and by
employing mismatch stage filtering, unique mapping rate is approximately increased by
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another 3%. With this increase in unique mappings of approximately 12%, BatMeth had
an estimated noise level of approximately 1% as based on Equation 2 while B-SOLANA
and SOCS-B had estimated noise levels of approximately 2.06% and 4.55%, respectively,
on the same set of 100,000 reads. These statistics agree with the results on the simulated
data and indicate that BatMeth is capable of producing low-noise results.
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As mentioned in the ‘Non-CpG converted genome’ section above, we map BS color
reads onto four converted references, two of which have their Cs converted to Ts at non-
CpG sites and the other two have all their Cs converted to Ts. It was observed that
mappings on both non-CpG converted and fully converted references highly coincide
with each other with an approximately 95.2% overlap. Due to this observation, we try to
map onto the fully converted reference first to give us a mapping to regions of hypo-
methylation status. If there are no mappings found on the fully converted references, then
BatMeth maps the same read again onto the non-CpG converted references, which biases
hyper-methylation sites. This allows the simultaneous interrogation of canonical CpG
hyper-methylation sites with reduced biased mapping on the fully converted genome.
BatMeth also labels each hit with the type of converted references it was mapped to.
Overall, this approach can save time by skipping some scanning of the non-CpG-
converted references.
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With prior knowledge of the methylation characteristics of the organism to be analyzed,
different in silico conversions to the reference can be done and the best alignments can be
determined from the combined set of results of different mapping runs. BatMeth uses two
types of converted genomes to reduce mapping biases to both hyper- and hypo-
methylation sets. Since the two sets of hits from the two genomes coincide to a large
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extent, we can save time by scanning a read on one genome with a much lower mismatch
number than on the other genome.
BatMeth allows users to choose the mismatch number they want to scan on each of the
two types of genomes. We now introduce M1 and M2 (capped at 5) as the mismatch
numbers used in the scans against the fully converted and non-CpG-converted genomes,
respectively. For the best sensitivity, BatMeth scans at M1 = M2 = 5 for both hyper- and
hypo-methylation sites. For the highest speed, BatMeth scans at [M1 = 0, M2 = 3] and
[M1 = 3, M2 = 0], which will perform biased mapping to hyper- and hypo-methylation at
CpG sites, respectively. Figure 4.2c shows the results of running the various modes of
BatMeth (fast, default and sensitive) on a set of 10,000 simulated color reads.
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To estimate noise rates, we map the real reads in their two possible orientations onto the
genome. If a hit is found for a read from the original strands of the genome, we try to
map the same read onto the complement strand of the genome too. If a lower mismatch
hit can be found from the complement strand of the genome, then we mark the result for
this read as noise. We use the proportion of marked reverse-complement unique
mappings to estimate the noise level, given by Equation 4.2:
    (4.2)
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For base reads, non-A/C/G/T bases are replaced by A so they will not affect the callings
of methylation sites. Similarly, color reads with non-A/C/G/T bases are replaced with 0.
Non-A/C/G/T bases on the reference genome are converted to A to avoid affecting
downstream methylation callers. We have avoided converting them to random
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nucleotides as it may produce false hits in regions containing ambiguous bases. We
mapped 1 million 75 bp reads and have seen reads being mapped to poly-N regions. This
can be mostly attributed to the reduced alphabet size, from four to three, due to BS
conversions.
4.5 0:*<::065
DNA methylation is an important biological process. Mapping the BS reads from next-
generation sequencing has enabled us to study DNA methylation at single-base resolution.
Our proposed method aims to develop efficient and accurate methods to map BS reads.
This study employed three methods to evaluate the performance of BS read mapping
methods. The first method measured the ratio of correct and wrong unique unambiguous
mappings. This method only applies to simulated data when the actual locations of the
reads are known. For real data, the number of unambiguous mappings alone may not be a
good criterion to evaluate accuracy (we can map more reads at a higher mismatch number,
which results in lower specificity). The second method evaluated the accuracy using the
number of reads that were mapped in consistent pairs, and can only be employed when
paired-end read information is available. The third method used the directionality of the
mapped reads from SOLiD sequencing. For the SOLiD reads, we mapped reads
unbiasedly onto both forward and reverse directions of our reference genome. From the
unambiguous mappings, we estimated the error rate of our unique mappings from the
proportion of reverse direction unique mappings in the result sets. All these measures
were used on different sets of simulated and real data and they suggest that BatMeth
produces high quality mapping results.




We report a novel, efficient and accurate general-purpose BS sequence mapping program.
BatMeth can be deployed for the analysis of genome-wide BS sequencing using either
base reads or color reads. It allows asymmetric BS conversion to be detected by labeling
the corresponding reference genome with the hit. The components discussed in the
Materials and methods section, such as list filtering, mismatch stage filtering, fast
mapping onto two indexes, handling hypo- and hyper-methylation sites and other
heuristics have offered increased speed and mappability of reads. In addition, BatMeth
reduces biased detection of multiple CpG heterogeneous and CpH methylation across the
whole reference by mapping onto both fully converted and non-CpG references and then
labeling the reference to which the hits are from to aid biologists to discriminate each hit
easily. Users can also choose to bias against either reference with varying mismatch scans.
In assessing the uniqueness of a hit for BS color reads, BatMeth considers both strands of
the DNA simultaneously while B-SOLANA considers both DNA strands separately.
Hence, BatMeth has a stronger uniqueness criterion for hits as B-SOLANA may produce
two hits for a read, one hit for each separate DNA strand. Lastly, BatMeth uses an







Aligning sequencing reads to a reference genome is usually the first step in most of the
genomic analysis. However, it is harder to align sequencing reads, which span across
genomic variations back onto a reference genome as the whole-reads do not represent the
reference genome exactly. As such, the sensitivity and accuracy of calling structural-
variations (SV) can be affected. This motivated us to study the alignment of short reads
which are associated not only with SV but also with single nucleotide variants (SNV) and
insert-delete (Indel) variants.
Alignment tools were initially developed to align short reads allowing mismatches only.
A number of such methods have been proposed, including SOAP [94], RMAP [104],
Bowtie [92], PerM [145] and BatMis [210]. Although they are generally fast, they will
miss capturing the wide spectrum of non-SNVs, which have been shown to represent 7-8%
of human polymorphisms [212]. As increasing evidences show that indels are involved in
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a wide range of diseases [213], mismatch aligners are unsuitable to be used in the studies
of such biologically important events.
Gapped aligners were proposed to align reads which span across indels. Existing gapped
alignment methods mostly use the seed-and-extend approach by first aligning a part of
the read to obtain preliminary seeding locations for the queried read. Different gapped
aligners use different seeding techniques, including contiguous exact match seeds (BLAT
[32], MegaBLAST , SeqAlto [102], YAHA [113], BWA-Mem [214]), mismatch-seeds
(RMAP [104], Stampy [97]), spaced-seeds (Eland [103], PatternHunter [115], MAQ [74],
ZOOM [107]) and q-gram filters (RazerS [120] , SHRiMP [105], MASAI [122]). Next,
the seed locations are extended to the full length of the read, allowing for gaps, and these
alignments are reported to the users.
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Current gapped aligners generally offer reasonable efficiency and accuracy. However,
they assume that the parts of each read used to obtain the preliminary seeding locations to
have a small number of mismatches in them. This assumption will bias the alignments.
Our analysis shows that the majority of the reads with incorrect alignments are (1) reads
whose seeds have many mismatches or (2) reads rescued by incorrect pairing the paired
reads. (1) is an unfavorable consequence of the seed-and-extend approach. When there
are indels or too many mismatches in the read, the aligners will misalign the read due to
incorrect seeding of candidate locations. (2) is due to biased pairing methodologies that
over-rely on the estimated/given nominal insert sizes of the paired-end libraries. With
existing approaches, paired reads that span over a SV (i.e. the aligned locations of the two
reads are not within the expected insert-size) can be misaligned to other genomic
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locations where they can be concordantly aligned instead. This bias will affect alignment
and adversely impact variant-calling performance.
Although misalignments of reads are low in general, it is important to resolve them, as
they are most likely to contain variants. As such, our variant of seed-and-extend gapped
aligner, BatAlign [215], was developed to offer accurate alignments of reads spanning
across SNVs, indels and SVs. Unlike existing seeding strategies, BatAlign allows high
mismatches and a gap in the seeding regions of the read. It utilizes two strategies called
Reverse-alignment and Deep-scan to find confident seed locations for reads. It also
performs unbiased mapping of paired reads to avoid misaligning SV-spanning reads.
The organization of this article is as follows. We first describe the simulation of data and
how the performances of aligners are being compared with one another. Next, we
describe the routines being implemented in BatAlign.
In Discussion and Results, we first touch on the inadequacies on current seed-and-extend
methodologies, then we compare the performance of BatAlign with some published
methods over a wide range of datasets: ART-simulated datasets, indel-aberrant datasets,
simulated paired-end datasets, RSV-simulated SV-datasets, and real datasets. The Overall,
the results show that BatAlign had the highest F-measure for aligning reads, which
contain variants or span across genomic breakpoints among the compared methods.
5.3 #,:<3;:
Mapping biases, that occur in genomic regions with strong homology to other genomic
locations [216], contribute to erroneous callings of SNVs, indels and structural variations.
This problem should be given more attention as misalignments by a particular aligner
tends to be recurrent among reads that share similar genomic contexts. As such, we are
strongly motivated to study the alignment performance of officially published methods
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on reads with and without spanning variants. Based on our study, we developed BatAlign
for accurate, sensitive and efficient alignment of NGS reads.
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The alignment of reads in the presence of SNVs, and/or SVs still remain challenging
despite developments already made by published aligners. This section intends to study
the alignment accuracy of existing published methods using simulated reads that span
across genomic regions with a high number of SNVs or near SVs.
Simulated reads with k mismatches can be mapped with less than k mismatches:
Mismatches (like SNPs) can cause misalignments of reads to homologous genomic
regions, especially when reads are sequenced from highly polymorphic regions. We
simulated reads (see Simulation of data) to study the effects of mismatches in producing
misalignments. For each read, we reported the lowest-mismatch unique hits (using
BatMis [210], an exact k-mismatch alignment algorithm). We then compared the number
of mismatches at which the reads were simulated with (we call this value A) and mapped
at (we call this value B). Interestingly, if A=B, the respective alignments from BatMis
were mapped correctly. However, when AB, the mappings were wrong, as it must be so
due to being aligned to a location different from where it was simulated.
We should note that with the increase of simulated mismatches in a read, the occurrences
of it being misaligned with a lesser number of mismatches also increase; statistically, this
is true as mismatches act as wild cards in string-matching problems. From the mappings
of BatMis, the rates of misalignment for reads simulated with 1 to 5 mismatches
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increased from 0.3% to 0.9% respectively. This result implies that it is unwise to always
pick the lowest-mismatch hit as it might misrepresent the original location of a read.
To further investigate the impact of high-mismatch reads on the performance of the
current published methods, we procured two groups of reads from the current set of
simulated reads. The first and second group consisted of k-mismatch reads that can be
mapped uniquely by k-mismatch and less than k-mismatch respectively. On the first
group of reads, all the compared published methods have an average sensitivity of ~90%
and the specificity approaches 100%. However, on the second group of reads, both
sensitivity and specificity never exceeded 2% (see Figure 5.1). This highlights the
difficulty faced by current methods on mapping high-mismatch reads and will later be
resolved by using BatAlign’s Deep-Scan.
Mate-pair information can falsely disambiguate alignments: Mate-pair information is
useful in aligning two individually repetitive mate-paired reads unambiguously to the
locality of each other in the reference genome. An ideal aligner should be able to align
concordant and discordant paired-reads without bias, i.e., same rates of specificity while
maintaining high sensitivity on mapping these two types of reads. (A concordant paired-
read is a pair of reads that are sequenced from the vicinity of each other, within the
expected wet-lab insert-size, with respect to the reference genome; otherwise, it is a
discordant paired-read.) However, if mate-pair information is used too aggressively, an
aligner might wrongly align a pair of discordant read-pair concordantly onto the reference
genome.
We have studied the impact of mate-pair information on alignment performance by
aligning two types of simulated paired-reads (see Simulation of data). The first set
consists of paired-reads that were simulated with a mean insert-size of 500 bp (s.d. of 50
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Figure 5.1. A) The sensitivity and specificity of compared methods on k-mismatch reads
which can be mapped uniquely with k-mismatch. B) shows similar statistics to A) by
mapping k-mismatch reads which have alternate unique alignment of ≤ k-mismatch.
bp) and the other set consists of paired-reads simulated with each end of the paired-reads
from different chromosomes. Figure 5.2 reports on the differences in mapping sensitivity
and specificity of each published method between these two sets of reads. An ideal
aligner should exhibit minimal performance shift between these two types of reads.
However, we observed that the alignment performance of the compared methods varied
greatly from one another between these two types of paired-reads. The estimated bias,
between mapping concordant and discordant read-pairs, in terms of sensitivity and
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specificity ranged from ~9.4% to ~20% and ~0.1% to ~7.1% respectively among the
compared methods.
Figure 5.2. The differences in sensitivity and specificity between mapping paired-end
datasets with simulated concordant and discordant paired-end information.
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To evaluate the performance of BatAlign on aligning reads, we compared it with 6 other
officially published methods. We used ART [217] to simulate three datasets of 75bp,
100bp and 250bp read-lengths. Then, the reads in these datasets were aligned using the
different methods. Figure 5.3 depicts the ROC plots on the ART-simulated datasets.
Validation on the alignments showed that BatAlign has a better performance than the
other compared methods in terms of both sensitivity and specificity over a large range of
mapQ on the 75/100/250 bp datasets. We also cross-compared the methods as described
in Compared methods and method of cross-comparison and presented their respective
sensitivity and accuracy in Table 5.1. As shown in Table 5.1, BatAlign consistently
outperformed the other compared methods in terms of sensitivity and specificity on
simulated reads of various read-lengths.
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Figure 5.3. Sensitivity and accuracy for aligning simulated reads from ART. Cumulative
counts of correct and wrong alignments from high to low mapping quality for simulated

































































Table 5.1. Cross-comparison of sensitivity at similar specificity and vice versa for
simulated datasets of 75/100/250 bp.
Simulat
ed Data




















































































Similar to the experiments performed in GEM’s paper, we also validated the top 10 hits
reported by each method. The complete breakdown of this validation by the first (or best)
alignment, as ordered by their respective aligner, can be found in Table 5.2. From Table
5.2, we can see that BatAlign has reported the most number of correct hits as top-ranked
hits in our simulated data on simulated data of various read-lengths.
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The reads generated by ART have less than 0.01% probability of containing an indel.
Therefore, ART-simulated datasets only show the performance of the methods on reads
containing mismatches and SNVs. We used ART to spike in either inserts or deletions
into each dataset at a rate of 0.1% to further gauge the performance of BatAlign on indel-
aberrant data.
Since BatAlign allowed one gap in the seed region, BatAlign can seed locations for an
indel-read with high accuracy and without bias for mismatch-stricken locations which
will cause indel-reads to be misaligned. On this read class, BatAlign achieved the highest
F-measure of 92.0% and 91.9% on the ‘delete’ and ‘insert’ respectively. BWA-MEM
104
Table 5.2. Number of first (or best) alignment reported by various methods on simulated
100bp dataset.
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also performed well on this read-class with F-measure of 90.8% due to the stitching of
multiple maximal exact matching read-segments into the final alignment of a read.
The results from aligning on ART-simulated and Indel-aberrant datasets showed that
BatAlign has better performance than the other methods on aligning a general ART-
simulated dataset of reads containing a mixture of mismatches and indels. Thus, BatAlign
can be used to identify a broad spectrum of short-range intra-chromosomal variants, in
the presence of sequencing errors. We will discuss the performance of all compared




Another issue of existing methods is that they may over-aggressively assume paired-
reads to be concordant on the reference genome. In this section, we present the results on
mapping concordant (emulating a normal genome) and discordant (emulating large
deletions and structural variations in a diseased genome) simulated reads using the
paired-end mapping mode available in the compared methods.
On the concordant paired-end dataset, BatAlign, Bowtie2, BWA-SW, GEM, BWA-Short,
SeqAlto and BWA-Mem reported sensitivities with their corresponding specificities of
98.4% (99.891%), 91.1% (92.601%), 93.0% (98.711%), 97.4% (98.183%), 60.2%
(99.702%), 96.2% (99.881%) and 98.2% (99.834%) respectively. When mapping
concordant paired-reads, almost all the compared methods have similar accuracy. In
contrast, with the discordant paired-end dataset, the sensitivity dropped for all the
compared programs. Despite the drop in alignment performance, BatAlign still reported
the highest sensitivity and specificity. On the discordant paired-end dataset, at mapQ > 0,
the sensitivity of the compared methods with their corresponding specificity for BatAlign,
Bowtie2, BWA-SW, GEM, BWA-Short, SeqAlto and BWA-Mem are 90.4% (99.571%),
71.5% (96.058%), -(-), 85.2% (96.735%), 46.7% (99.646%), 80.7% (92.759%) and 88.8%
(99.565%) respectively. In general, BatAlign has the highest F-measure of 99.1% and
94.8% for the concordant and discordant paired-end datasets.
The mapping performance on these two datasets from the compared methods is shown in
Figure 5.4. The alignment performances on each of the two datasets, from the same
method, were joined together by a line. One can infer the robustness of paired-end
mapping mode of a method from the interpolation of the line that joins the paired data
points of the corresponding method in Figure 5.4. Thus, Figure 5.4 graphically shows
how biased a method can be when aligning with mate-pair information. Overall, BatAlign
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was observed to have the smallest fluctuations in its F-measure, by only ~0.6%, between
the two datasets.
Figure 5.4. Sensitivity and specificity on mapping of concordant and discordant datasets
using paired-end mapping mode of various methods. Data points circled in red depicts
mapping performance on discordant dataset.
BWA-SW was unable to complete the alignment of 2 x 500k x 100bp discordantly paired reads and is plotted as a single data point.
From Figure 5.4, an interesting trend of results was observed for the compared programs
excluding BatAlign. The initial observation was that methods, which had lower
specificity on the concordant-paired dataset, would generally suffer a smaller drop in
specificity on the discordant-paired dataset. For instance, Bowtie2 used to have a
specificity of 92.601% on the concordant set but the specificity improved to 96.058% on
the discordant set. The inverse of the initial observation on the results was also true.
SeqAlto used to have the highest specificity of 99.881% on the concordant set but its
specificity suffered the largest drop of 7.122% to 92.759% on the discordant paired-end
dataset. These fluctuations in specificity are due to the aggressiveness of the pairing





























































The results in this subsection were obtained from running datasets of 100 bp long.
Experiments were also done using 75 bp and 250 bp datasets and the trend of results were
consistent among all three datasets.
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Recent developments in SV-callers have revolved around the usage of soft-clipped reads
[218, 219] and spanning read-pairs [220]. By extracting soft-clipped aligned reads and
spanning read-pairs (read-pairs which were aligned outside of the expected range of
insert-size or/and with abnormal orientations, an SV can be inferred from such signatures
using an SV-calling algorithm.
Due to efficiency reasons and insufficient soft-clipped alignments (due to the local-
realignment strategy and alignment scores used) from some of the compared aligners, we
have decided to use BreakDancer to call our putative SVs back from the respective sets
of alignments to gauge their performance on recovering the SVs. In addition, Table 5.3
shows the robustness of the alignments if the samples were to be down-sized to rates of
50% and 25% from the original simulated coverage depth of 30X. For the various down-
sampled datasets, the SVs called out from BatAlign’s alignments have higher F-measures
consistently.
Table 5.3. F-measures of SV-callings against oracle information from Bioconductor’s
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We have downloaded 2 x 76 bp (SRA accession DRR000614, Sample: NA18943), 2 x
101 bp (SRA accession SRR315803, Sample: NGCII082 Mononuclear blood) and 2 x
150 bp (SRA accession ERR057562, Sample: ERS054071) paired-end datasets. The
sequencing platform used for the downloaded datasets was Illumina Genome Analyzer
IIx for the 76/101 bp dataset and Illumina MiSeq for the 150 bp dataset. We evaluated
alignment performance on real data by performing single-end read mapping on paired-
end datasets. Subsequently, we used the concordance and discordance mapping rates
from the alignments to estimate the correct and wrong alignment rates (See Comparison
of alignment performance using ROC graphs for more details on the definition of
concordance and discordance). In order to minimize error in estimating alignment
performance by using concordance information from the alignments, we have only used
sequencing data from non-cancerous origins. Figure 5.5 depicts the ROC plots on the real
datasets. Similar to our results on simulated data, BatAlign has reported more concordant
and less discordant alignments on the tested real datasets over a large range of mapQ
scores.
To verify if better mapping can improve variant calling, we apply different variant callers
to the alignments of reads from some real dataset. First, we inspected the discordant read-
pairs spanning validated SVs across various down-sampled rates of a real dataset
(Accession: ERP001196, Patient Sample: 46T, Read Format: 2x90 bp, Nominal Insert-
size: 170 bp). This patient sample was chosen as it contained a higher number of PCR-
validated genomic rearrangements compared to the other samples in [221]. In Table 5.4A,
we reported the number of SVs being supported by the alignments from the respective
aligners. Across different down-sampled rates of the dataset, BatAlign was able to recall
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Figure 5.5. Concordance and discordance rates of alignments on real reads. Cumulative
counts of concordant and discordant alignments from high to low mapping quality for
real sequencing reads (A) 76 bp and (B) 101 bp (C) 150bp data-sets.
the most number of PCR-validated SVs across all of them. Table 5.4B reports on the
number of candidate SVs being called out by BreakDancer, when compared with the
number of validated SVs, we can estimate specificity of the alignments, which spanned






































































BatAlign produced 73.3% less callings but was still able to recall 4.3% more PCR-
validated SVs. From this, we can infer that BatAlign is both sensitive and specific on
aligning SV-spanning reads.
Table 5.4A. Comparison on the number of SVs recalled across various sub-sampled data
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Up till now, we reported on the F-measures (simulated data), concordance/discordance
and variant-calling performance (real data) of the compared methods. BatAlign was
generally observed to have the highest performance on these mentioned measures among
the compared methods. BatAlign was developed to focus primarily on reporting accurate
alignments and is also reasonably efficient. Table 5.5 shows that the relative runtimes and
speed factors among the programs.





















We have used the following gapped alignment tools for comparison: BatAlign, Bowtie2
(2.0.6), BWA-Short, BWA-SW (0.6.1-r104), GEM (3rd release), SeqAlto (0.5-r123) and
BWA-Mem (0.7.5a). These aligners are widely used and feature a wide range of mapping
techniques. For each tool, the reference genome was indexed with default indexing
parameters. hg19 reference genome was used for all experiments in this article. All
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experiments were run on a Linux workstation equipped with Intel X5680 (3.33 GHz)
processor and 16GB RAM.
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We generated four classes of simulated data. The first class mimicked Illumina-like reads,
the second class has one indel in each of its reads, the third class is ‘paired’ reads and the
last class is from an RSV-rearranged [222] genome. The first class of reads was
generated by ART (Huang et al. 2011) from hg19 (excluding non-chromosomal
sequences). We have chosen ART for our study since the substitution errors were
simulated according to empirical, position-dependent distribution of base quality scores;
it also simulates insertion and deletion errors directly from empirical distributions
obtained from the training data from the 1000 genomes project [223]. Empirical read
quality score distributions were provided for read lengths 75 bp, 100 bp and 250 bp (these
are the longest read lengths made available by ART). We have capped the number of
mismatches and indels (SNVs or base-call errors or gaps) in the simulated reads at 7%.
The second class of reads was used to demonstrate the performance of BatAlign on
aligning reads with indels. The average density of an indel is one in ~7.2kbp [224] so we
simulated indels with ART at a much higher rate of 0.1% into 2 datasets (one each for
insert- and delete-type of gap).
The third class of reads was used to demonstrate the efficacy of mate-pair information on
the paired-end mapping mode of the compared programs. 6 sets of 1 million reads were
created. Each set consisted of 2 x 500k x (75/100/250) bp x (concordant/discordant) reads.
The first set consisted of concordant paired-end reads with a mean insert size of 500 bp
and a standard deviation of 50 bp. The second set consisted of discordant paired-end
reads, where the ‘left’ and ‘right’ ends of the paired reads were simulated from
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chromosome 1 and chromosome 2 of hg19 respectively. This class of reads was used to
demonstrate the robustness of BatAlign when aligning reads with mate-pair information
in the presence of genomic structural variations.
The fourth class of reads was used to gauge the performance of aligners on SV-spanning
reads. A total of 3,760 SVs of insertions, deletions, duplications, inversions and
translocations were simulated using the RSVsim package in the Bioconductor [225].
Reads were simulated from the rearranged genome to a depth of 30X and aligned to the
hg19 reference genome. The resulting alignments were subsequently applied with
BreakDancer [220] to call out putative SVs and were validated against the oracle
information from the simulator.
As simulated data comes with oracle information, we have used the F-measure to gauge
the performance of the methods: We define sensitivity (SEN) =TP/(TP+FN), accuracy
(ACC) =TP/(TP+FP) where TP, FP and FN are true-positives, false-positives and false-
negatives, respectively; F-measure = 2(SEN*ACC)/(SEN+ACC). As we do not have
true-negatives in our simulated experiments, accuracy will be used interchangeably with
specificity.
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As the original locations of simulated reads were known, we have assessed the sensitivity
and accuracy of each method using simulated reads in this section. For each method and
each dataset, we discarded mappings with mapQ = 0 for all methods as they were deemed
ambiguous. Then, we recorded the cumulative number of correct and wrong alignments
by their respective decreasing mapQ and plotted these results in a form similar to a ROC
curve; the corresponding cumulative number of correct and wrong alignments at a
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particular mapQ cut-off will be the respective x-axis and y-axis values for a single data
point on the ROC curve. In addition, due to the inability to align some indels to their
exact locations and the presence of soft-clippings, an alignment will be considered as a
correct mapping if the simulator on the same strand within 50 bp of the position
simulated the leftmost position.
For real datasets, to address the lack of oracle information, we have mapped the paired-
end reads as single-end reads and calculated the fraction of reads that were mapped
concordantly. We consider a pair of reads to be concordant if they have the correct
orientation and maps within 1,000 bp of each other with a mapQ > 10. (The distance
1000 is chosen since Illumina GA II machines normally cannot sequence paired-end
reads from DNA fragments of size longer than 1000bp.) If both ends of the paired-end
reads are mapped but are not located within a distance of 1000bp to each other, they will
be marked as discordant mappings. To plot the full spectrum of concordance/discordance
in our experiments on real dataset for the ROCs, we recorded the number of concordant
and discordant alignments stratified by the mapQ score of the ‘head’ read. We must also
emphasize that although the rate of concordant mappings was taken as a performance
measure for aligning real reads, it can only give a lower bound of performance when used
on mapping datasets of expectedly high paired-end concordance rates. Mapped reads with
unmapped mate/pair-read will not be considered as they only form a minimal portion of




It was noted that GEM is the only method among the 6 compared methods that does not
calculate a mapQ for its alignments. We run the default modes of the compared programs
unless otherwise stated. We have also adopted the performance measure “first correct”
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(or best) alignments from GEM’s paper into our experiments to make sure our
comparisons were extensive and correct.
In this paper, we have compared the full spectrum of mappings by stratifying alignments
by their reported mapping quality scores. However, it is hard to compare the absolute
differences in performance between methods as the calculation of mapQ of an alignment
differs from one method to another. To resolve this problem and to present the relative
differences in the performances numerically between the different methods, we will have
to pick a baseline performance indicator. For instance, we can compare the different rates
of sensitivity of the methods at similar rates of specificity while using the program with
the best specificity as a baseline performance indicator for sensitivity. In general, more
false-positive mappings will come with increasing sensitivity. Hence, we picked and
compared the sensitivity and specificity of the various methods as described to remove
bias due to the calculation of mapQ.
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To align a read, existing approaches first find putative hits of short seeds from the query
read. These putative partial hits are usually exact or 1-mismatch occurrences with respect
to the reference genome. When there are high mismatches and/or indels in the read, it is
likely that the seeded locations do not represent the original location of the queried read.
To address the problem of missing hits from using low edit-distance short seeds,
BatAlign uses high edit-distance in a long-seed (5-mismatches, 1-gap, and 75 bp) instead
to search for a global base-call-quality-aware least-cost hit in the reference genome. To
find the least-cost hits, BatAlign uses Reverse-alignment to enumerate putative candidate
hits in increasing order of alignment cost (i.e. increasing number of mismatches and
gaps). Since the hit having a minimum number of mismatches may not be correct (as
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shown in the Discussion section), Deep-scan was developed to selectively scan deeper
into the search space of putative hits even after the least-cost hit has been found. The
alignments of all candidate hits reported by Reverse-alignment and Deep-scan will be
extended to their original full read-length. Then, base-call-quality-aware scores for these
hits are computed. For the single-end mode, BatAlign will report the hits in the order of
this quality-aware score to the users. For the paired-end mode, BatAlign will align both
reads in the paired-read independently as if they were from a single-end sequencing
experiment. Next, BatAlign will report the alignments for the paired-reads, which best





The problem of mapping genomic reads is defined ideally as follows: Given a set of
genomic reads, find the origin of each read in the reference genome, along with their
correct alignments. However, in practice, this problem cannot always be solved and we
have to resort to finding the most likely point of origin and alignment for each read.
The outline of BatAlign algorithm is as follows. As a pre-processing step, a one-time
indexing of the reference genome is done. Next, it will start scanning for the most
probable hits of the read in the reference by using Reverse-alignment. Deep-scan is then
applied to scan and pick the most probable hit of the read from the reference genome.
BatAlign then calculates a mapQ score for this hit and reports it. Below, we will discuss
the novel components that aid BatAlign to gain accuracy and efficiency.

	  )9)56)%/-+10)17
Seed-based aligners search for candidate hits of its seeds; then, these hits are extended
and the best alignment is selected based on a set of pre-defined criterion. In contrast,
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Reverse-alignment does the opposite by searching for the best possible hits in the
reference first.
With a set of match/mismatch/gap scores assigned, we pre-compute the combination and the
order of matches/mismatches/gaps that each ‘step’ of the scanning routine will need to scan
the reference genome with. Reverse-alignment scans the read in increasing ‘steps’ of
alignment-cost. In this step, we pick non-overlapping 75 bp segments from the 5’ end of a
read as seeds. For each hit of the seed, a maximum of 5 mismatches and 1 gap are allowed
in a single seeded region.

	 ))36'%1
The best-scoring alignment need not be the correct alignment, even if it turns out to be
the only hit with such a mismatches/gap combination. It is best if we can get the set of
next-best alignments too. With these additional hits and using the quality information of
the sequencing base-calls, we can better differentiate the correct hit from a pool of
putative candidate hits. Furthermore, these extra hits will help BatAlign to assess the
quality of the final alignment better as the mapping quality of the final alignment is
computed from the two-best hits. If the first hits found during Reverse-alignment are
multiple hits, then we return all of these hits. Otherwise, if it is a unique hit pertaining to




For reads longer than or equal to 150 bp, we will split the read into non-overlapping 75
bp reads. Each of the 75 bp segment will be aligned as described above. For instance, for
250 bp reads, BatAlign will obtain 3 consecutive segments of a read starting from the
first base of the read and map each of them individually. If the first or best hit from each
segment are non-repetitive and fall within the locality of each other, we will try to align
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the original read onto this region of the reference. By doing this, we avoid realigning the
original read to more than one location of the reference. However, if the first or best hits
from each segment are repetitive or not mapped to the locality to one another, BatAlign
will examine and align the whole read onto each of the putative locations reported by




BatAlign will first align all paired-reads in unpaired-fashion. If the top hits from each of
the paired reads are confidently mapped and are within expected distance to each other,
BatAlign will report this pair of alignments. However, if the reads cannot be paired up
within the expected distance or one of the pair-reads is unmapped, SW-algorithm will be
applied to the neighboring region of the anchored alignments to rescue the mate of the
anchored reads. From here, we can calculate the mapQ for all the hits of the paired-reads.
Instead of using just a cut-off for the alignment score of the rescued read, we also try to
discriminate the goodness of the rescued seeds using mapQ, alignment score and mate-
pair information simultaneously. Thus, for unbiased detection of structural variations




The part of the read, which spans across a genomic rearrangement breakpoint will have
many mismatches with respect to the reference genome, possibly incurring a negative
alignment score, and will be soft-clipped away. For example, a CIGAR alignment string
of “65M35S” is possible for a length-100bp read. In this example, we might be clipping
away useful information, which can be crucial to identifying the partnering breakpoint of
a SV.
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Hence, BatAlign will realign the clipped portion from the primary alignment of a read
whenever the clipped length of the alignment exceeds 20 bp. A fast 0-mismatch scan is
applied to the last 20 bp of the clipped bases to find the candidate locations near potential
SVs. Next, the same read will be realigned locally to the candidate locations to recover
the auxiliary alignments. The chosen auxiliary alignment should complement the primary
alignment of a read and together with the primary alignment, be able to represent the full
length of the original read. In other words, the primary and auxiliary alignment can be
used interchangeably for the same read.
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After the seed alignments are found for a read, BatAlign can perform either SW
alignment or semi-global alignment to extend the alignment of the read. We have devised
a semi-global alignment method that is faster than SW-alignment by ~30%, and the
default mode of BatAlign is to extend the seeds using this semi-global alignment method.
When the alignment score of the semi-global alignment drops below 90% of the
maximum alignment score (i.e. the score for an exact match), a SW-alignment is done. If
the user wants to perform SW-extensions only, an option is provided to do so.
The SW alignment is SIMD accelerated via SSE2 instructions. Our implementation was
based on an extension of SSW library [111] that modifies Farrar’s method [110]. This
algorithm determines the best alignment in two steps: First it will calculate the best SW-
score and then it will perform a banded SW alignment to get the optimal trace-back of the
alignment from the DP-table.

	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The speed of the algorithm is improved by limiting the number of SW-alignments
performed for each read. Another way is to stop performing SW-extensions when the best
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alignment score has failed to increase after a determined number of attempts. To trace
back the optimal alignment path in the DP table, we need to perform a non-SIMD banded
version of SW-algorithm. This step is time consuming. However, we can skip this step if
the SW-score of the alignment falls below the current best SW-score.
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Sequencing data can contain a per-base quality score that indicates the reliability of a
base call. If the probability of a base call at position i being correct is P[i], the quality
score Q[i] assigned to location i is given by the equation P[i] = 1 − 10Q[i]/10. Assuming
that there is no bias to a particular set of nucleotides, the probability of a base being
miscalled at location i can be calculated by the formula 1  P[i]/3. For a given alignment,
we compute an alignment score based on an affine-gap scoring scheme, where the score
for a match or a mismatch at R[i] is the Phred-scaled value of P[i].
5.5 65*3<:065
We presented BatAlign for the gapped alignment of short reads onto a reference genome
with improved accuracy and sensitivity. The mapping strategies discussed in the Method
section, such as Reverse-alignment, Deep-scan and Mapping with mate-pair information,
produced mappings with increased accuracy when compared with other methods in
simulated data (ART-simulated, Indel-aberrant, paired-end, variant-spanning). In addition,
BatAlign also aligned over sites of PCR-validated SVs and SNVs on real data more
robustly over various down-sampling rates of the input data. A new faster semi-global
alignment algorithm and other heuristics have also been used to replace the traditional
SW routine to speed up BatAlign. In general, BatAlign is an improved aligner for
accurate gapped alignment of DNA sequencing reads.
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Recently, a number of aligners such as YAHA [113] and CUSHAW2 [100] were
developed to handle long reads (500 bp or more). A possible future work is to develop an
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RNA, together with DNA and proteins, is one of the three major macromolecules that are
needed for life. Pre-mRNA is synthesized from the DNA through transcription and is
matured by having its introns removed [151]. In mammalian genomes, alternate splicing
of the same gene region adds onto the genomic complexity by generating multiples
variants of a single gene known as mRNA isoforms [152]. The disruption in the synthesis
of mRNA isoforms can cause genetic disease [153, 154]. Hence, it is critically important
to accurately identify and quantify the splicing sites in both normal and diseased cell
states.
RNA-seq can interrogate gene expression levels at genome-wide scale. De novo detection
of splice junctions and quantification of novel gene expression was also not possible with
microarray technologies before. Each sequencing run, from next-generation-sequencing
(NGS) technologies, of an RNA-seq experiment can yield up to hundreds of millions of
bases, allowing the accurate relative quantification of expressed transcripts. In all, RNA-
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seq has provided a quantum leap to the analysis of novel features in the transcriptome [33]
from hybridization-based  microarray techniques.
6.2 /(33,5.,:05$730*,+30.54,5;
The first step to analyzing RNA-seq data is to align the sequenced reads back onto a
known reference genome or annotated transcriptome. The alignment of RNA-seq also
brought along an additional set of challenges as compared to aligning DNA-seq data. The
first challenge is to align in the presence of large gaps due to the presence absence of
introns from the sequenced reads with respect to the reference genomic text, which we
are aligning the reads onto. From empirical studies, ~38% of 100 bp RNA-seq reads can
span across two or more exons that can be thousands of bases apart [166]. Due to splicing
junctions between adjacent exons in a read, different subparts of a read can map to
different adjacent exonic regions of the reference genome but with a large intronic gap in
between them. Other than the presence of large intronic gaps, alignment is further
complicated by the presence of polymorphisms, indels and sequencing errors. In addition,
it was also observed that ~25.8% of 100 bp long reads, has an exon-exon boundary
within 10 bp on either ends of a read. This short residual exon, which we call short
‘overhang’, can be represented spuriously by the reference genome and is both
computationally and algorithmically hard for aligner to accurately locate its correct
alignment efficiently. Short exons can also appear in the middle of a read, sandwiched
between two exon-exon boundaries within a single read. Without loss of generality,
RNA-seq reads poses a new set of challenges for aligners to work with as compared to its
siblings of DNA-seq aligners.
Other than intronic gaps, pseudogenes also make splice alignment harder than DNA
gapped alignment. Pseudogenes are dysfunctional relatives of genes which are highly
similar to RNA sequences [226]. An ideal RNA-seq aligner should be able to avoid
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aligning reads to processed pseudogenes at all times as pseudogenic regions do not
transcribe to mRNA sequences. The authors of TopHat2 [41] has also found that ~26.9%
of reads in the RNA-seq data from [227] can be aligned to the full length of pseudogenic
regions with at least 80% identity.  This poses a challenge to us as reads can sometimes
be aligned to pseudogenic locations with higher percentages of identity than to their
original location of transcription. For instance, a read can align in an ungapped fashion
onto a pseudogenic region as an exact match but the correct alignment should be exact
matches of two non-overlapping and adjacent substrings of the read marked by an exon-
exon boundary (intronic gap on the reference genome) between them.
6.3 #,3(;,+'692
Several alignment algorithms have been developed to align mRNA-seq reads [34-38, 40,
167, 170]. Here, we review some of the published RNA-seq aligners which we compared
our methodology with in this section of the thesis. MapSplice uses consecutive
contiguous 20-25 bp long seeds of a read to determine the candidate alignments of the
mRNA read. Based on the seed locations, MapSplice will determine the most likely
alignment of each mRNA read to a reference genome. Similar to SpliceMap, OLego also
uses sub-sequences of a read to obtain anchor locations of an mRNA read. However,
OLego uses relatively shorter seeds of 12-14 bp long and is aimed at sensitive recovery
of micro-exon (~20 bp). STAR uses the idea of finding a Maximal Mappable Prefix
(MMP) as its seed finding routine. This concept is similar to the maximal exact unique
match used by genome alignment tools Mummer [125] and MAUVE [228]. Due to this,
STAR is very efficient. However, the use of small seeds and MMP as the seed finding
routine may produce spurious candidate locations, which are hard to disambiguate, and
correct candidate locations may be missed respectively. This affects the accuracy of
existing methods.
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Our work described in this chapter, BatRNA, is based on a fast BWT data-structure for
efficient detection of splice junctions and focuses on distinguishing spliced reads from
exonic reads by using phased aligned strategies to handle each type of reads
automatically with high sensitivity and accuracy. BatRNA is also the fastest method
among the compared programs, which use similar amount of physical working memory.
6.4 #,:<3;:
The simulated data is produced by BEERS using hg19 configuration files which can be
downloaded from the RUM website. The performance of aligning real data was evaluated
with reads from ERP00196 (Sample: 11T). We will report the performance of BatRNA
based on evaluation of aligning simulated and real data below.
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In order to evaluate the performance of our method, we have benchmarked against the
following programs: OLego v1.1.1, MapSplice v2.1.2, STAR 2.3.0e and TopHat2
v2.0.8b. Some RNA-seq reads can map to multiple genomic locations and since a read
can only come from at most one point of origin we only validate unambiguous mappings
which were indicated by a non-zero mapping quality.
Whenever ground truth is available, we will use F-measure to compare the mapping
performance of all the compared methods. F-measure is defined as      
, where R is Recall and P is Precision. As for real datasets, we will use the cumulative
number of spliced mappings over edit-distances of ≤ 3 to compare the performance of the
methods.
To address the lack of ground truth for the alignments of real data, we have adopted a
variant of validation used in TopHat2 paper [41] which we will further elaborate in the
later section to evaluate the alignment performance on real data.
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All our experiments were run on a server equipped with Intel Xeon X5680 @ 3.33GHz
and 48 GB of RAM. We allowed the same CPU threads on all the compared programs in
our experiments. Other parameters were kept at default.
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We have used BEERS in the RUM package to simulate two datasets of 75 bp and 100 bp
read-lengths. We aligned the reads in these datasets and summarized the number of
correct and wrong alignments in Figure 6.1.
In terms of recall, BatRNA is second to MapSplice with ~1% lower recall on the
simulated datasets. In terms of precision, BatRNA and OLego tied as the methods with
the best precision. However, BatRNA was able to obtain the highest F-measures on
aligning these two simulated datasets. This can be seen from Figure 6.1, that MapSplice
being the best recall method, was ranked 4th out of our 5-methods comparison on
precision. Despite having good prevision, OLego was ranked last for its low recall rates.
Figure 6.1. The counts of (a) correct alignments and (b) wrong alignments from the
compared methods on 76 bp and 100 bp BEERS-simulated datasets.
The precision of alignments generally increases with increasing read-lengths as reads of
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from than its shorter counterparts [104]. From Figure 6.1, we can observe such a general
trend of increased specificity across all the compared methods except for TopHat2. Table
6.1 reports the F-measure of the various methods using oracle information available from
the two simulated datasets.











RNA-seq datasets generally contain unequal proportions of exonic and spliced sequenced
reads. When the read-length increases, the chances of a read spanning across an exon-
exon boundary increase. At current popular RNA-seq read-lengths of ~100 bp, the
proportion of exonic reads is expected to be ~82.2% from empirical studies of simulated
reads using BEERS. As exonic reads are the dominant portion of alignments sequenced
from a typical un-diseased human sample using reads of length ~100 bp, the accurate
quantification of transcript abundance can be achieved solely with an unspliced aligner
albeit the inability to identify exon-exon junctions in the sampled data. In order to gauge
the true alignment performance of the compared splice alignment methods, we will
procure the previously discussed simulated datasets, segregate the exonic and spliced
reads from each other, align them and present their alignment results in Table 6.2
separately. Without loss of generality, this enabled us to gauge the alignment
performance of the compared methods with better granularity on RNA-seq reads.
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Table 6.2. Breakdown of alignment performance by exonic and spliced reads using
simulation.
The best-2 recalls and precisions scores of each experiment for this table are in bold.
Apart from reporting on non-ambiguous (mapQ > 0) hits, we also report on the sensitivity
of the top-10 hits reported by each method to determine if multi-mappings from the other
programs can correctly quantify transcript abundance. In addition to showing the rank of
the reported correct hit among the top-10 multi-hits that a method has reported for a read,
the tabulated statistics in Table 6.3a also indirectly showed the cumulative number of
wrong hits that an aligner has reported by allowing the report of multi-hits. For instance,
if aligner A was to report k number of rank-2 hits, it would also mean that aligner A has
also reported k number of top-rank (rank-1) for k reads. It should also be noted that the
correct hit for a read should preferentially be reported as a rank-1 hit. From Table 6.3a,
BatRNA reported the least number of non rank-1 hits indicating its ability to
discriminating against spurious hits effectively. Correspondingly, Table 6.3b tabulates the




















85.84% 92.93% 96.39% 99.76%
OLego 71.05% 90.93% 95.85% 99.83%
MapSplice 86.31% 90.93% 97.57% 97.85%
STAR 77.91% 82.46% 97.47% 98.22%





83.75% 94.80% 96.99% 99.76%
OLego 72.64% 93.95% 96.39% 99.84%
MapSplice 84.58% 93.14% 97.97% 98.26%
STAR 78.70% 87.52% 98.05% 98.55%
TopHat2 76.97% 94.54% 96.57% 96.91%
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k is an integer from 1 to 10 inclusive. k is used to denote the order of a hit in which it is reported. A correct hit of rank-k will also mean that
it has generated (k-1) * #correct_rank-k_hits.
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Although the lack of ground truth makes our validations much more difficult on real data,
we would still like to use real data to provide a measure of corresponding performance in
practice as if we were dealing with simulated data.
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Figure 6.2. Chromosome-1 reads were mapped to a chromosome-1-deficit hg19. False
positive rate was calculated by the number of simulated reads that were mapped to the
modified hg19, divided by the total number of reads.
Due to the lack of ground truth, we adopted one experiment from TopHat2 paper
whereby the authors estimated the performance of real-read alignment with cumulative
number of alignments with edit distances of ≤ 3; assuming these candidate hits with low
edit distance are correct. But first, we would have to study the behavior of this validation
using simulated data. Using simulated reads from chromosome 1 of hg19, we mapped
these reads back to a chromosome 1-deficit reference genome to investigate how
increasing edit-distances actually correlate with the noise rates in our alignments. Figure
6.2 shows the false mapping rates of these simulated chromosome-1 reads, of various
read-lengths, increased when the allowed maximum edit distance to their respective
alignments also increased. As the false positive mapping rates for the reads become
significant when edit distance of more than 3 was allowed for the alignments, we will
only assume alignments with edit distance lower than or equals to 3 as correct in our
experiments on real data.
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First, we will apply this validation to the simulated dataset to observe the relationships of
sensitivity and specificity with increasing edit-distances of alignments. Figure 6.3 is
generated from the results of the immediate preceding section on simulated data. It gave
us a feeling of how the trend of results for a method would behave with more/less and
correct/wrong alignments. As we can see from Figure 6.3, the gain in recall rates is
marginal as the edit distance of the alignments approaches 3. To add on, the relatively
large drop in specificity with respective to the number of correct alignments with higher
edit-distances discouraged us from using alignments with high edit-distance for
downstream analysis too.
Using edit distances to test the goodness of spliced alignments is far from satisfactory as
the results from Figure 6.3 and 6.4 do not agree with each other. From Figure 6.3, a
method with many wrong and low edit distance alignments will have its wrong alignment
eluded for scrutiny if they are represented as what has already been shown in Figure 6.4.
Upon deeper investigation, we found out that the pseudogenic regions caused the
disparity between the results. The reads were mapped to pseudogenic regions either with
a lower edit distance or it is mapped preferentially without splicing junctions in them. For
instance, a 0-edit distance spliced read can be mapped to a pseudogenic region in an
unspliced fashion, both locations will yield 0-edit distance alignments, and still be
considered as a good alignment under this form of validation. From this observation, the
validation of alignment on real RNA-seq reads using edit distances will be more
appropriate if it was applied solely to spliced alignments. This will directly prevent the
wrong classification of spurious unspliced alignments as correct hits.
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Figure 6.3. The counts of correct and wrong alignments for simulated RNA-seq 76bp and
100bp of 2 million reads each stratified by edit-distances of 0 to 3.
Figure 6.4. The cumulative counts, over edit distances of 0-3, of all non-ambiguous
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Figure 6.5. The cumulative counts, over edit distances of 0-3, of all non-ambiguous
spliced mappings from the various spliced mappers on 2 million real reads taken from
Sample 11T of ERP00196.
The results from the section on simulated data now coincide with the results shown in
Figure 6.5. Without loss of generality, BatRNA was reported as the top performing
method for both simulated and spliced alignments.
6.5 =(3<(;065659<5505.;04,
The same sample of 2 millions reads, from the simulated datasets and patient 11T of
ERP00196, were used to determine the runtime efficiency of the compared methods. The
index-loading time was not recorded, as it does not reflect mapping efficiency and will be
amortized to negligible timing over an actual life-sized dataset. The start time, wall-clock
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complete loading of the primary index of the reference genome) and the end times were
marked by the termination of their execution. Table 6.4 reports the recorded wall-clock
times for dataset of different origins and read-lengths. STAR is the fastest method due to
the search for MMP on a 29.8 GB human reference genome index. The runner-up method,
in terms of running time, would be BatRNA. We also executed Tophat2 with the
parameters “--no-sort-bam” and “--no-convert-bam” to avoid it from incurring additional
execution times due to non-mapping related operations.
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We have also observed that although only ~20% of the reads will have their primary
candidate locations passed onto the second phase, this small portion of reads will take up
more than 80% of the total runtime needed to run datasets with read-length of ~100 bp.
Overall, BatRNA offers considerable improvements in alignment efficiency over the
other compared methods with similar physical working memory footprint of << 30 GB.
6.6 ,;/6+:
BatRNA (Basic Alignment Tool for RNA-seq) was developed to address the issues of
efficiency and accuracy on performing spliced-alignment of RNA-seq reads. BatAlign
was used to align and produce candidate alignments of the reads. By emulating paired-
end information in a single-read, an efficient pairing data structure was used to
exhaustively search for the presence of splice junctions in a read. The putative mappings
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from both BatAlign and the splice-detection algorithm were then ranked according to
their alignment score and reported to the users.
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The BEERS package in RUM is used to simulate the RNA-seq reads used in our
benchmarks. 2 millions reads are simulated for current popular read lengths of 76bp and
100 bp. We have used BEERS as the simulator as it is built on an extensive platform of
oracle information from 11 sets of annotations, namely, AceView, Ensembl, Geneid,
Genscan, NSCAN, RefSeq, SGP, Transcriptome, UCSC, Vega, Other RefSeq databases.
BEERS was also trained from these annotations and is able to simulate ~1.7M exons and
~1.1 introns, based on ~672K distinct gene models, with ground truth for validation.
For the aligned location of the simulated reads to be considered correct, the reported
locations must be within 50 bp of the locations as generated by the simulator. For
simulated spliced reads, in additional to the condition required for simulated exonic reads
to be considered correct, we required that at least one of its simulated intronic gap(s)
correctly identified before its reported alignment is considered correct, else our verifier
will consider the reported alignment as an erroneous alignment.
We have also further broken down the mixture of exonic and spliced reads in the
BEERS-simulated dataset for clearer illustrations of how the compared spliced aligner
perform on each type of these reads.
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RNA-seq aligners can be classified into two main approaches: Exon-first and Seed-
extend approaches. To the best of our knowledge, BatRNA is the first method that uses a
pre-mapping tools meant for DNA-seq reads but can still be considered as a seed-extend
approach. The reason that we developed BatRNA as a seed-extend approach is that it
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provides an unbiased mapping over both exonic and spliced reads. BatRNA is a three-
phased method whereby the first phase is to find the list of candidate locations for the
contiguous exonic region within a read, the second phase is to map the unmapped reads
or low quality hits from the initial phase using a k-mer splicing seed-extend strategy and
the last phase is to refine the alignments, from the previous phases, to identify splice
junctions accurately. Figure 6.6 shows the schematic workflow of aligning RNA-seq
reads using the methodology implemented in BatRNA.
Figure 6.6. A schematic flowchart showing how input RNA-seq reads is aligned using the
3-phased methodology of BatRNA.
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As we have observed from BEERS-simulated reads of 100 bp long, ~62% of them can be
mapped as if they are DNA-seq reads without the presence of large intronic gaps within
them. Aside from this, less than 5% of exons have lengths shorter than 42 bases. This
means that BatAlign can be used to seed the mapping location of the longest exonic
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region within a junction read successfully with its long mismatch-gapped seed on a 100
bp RNA-seq fragment.
The efficacy of using BatAlign is further highlighted by its ability to accurately align
genomic reads. On the dataset of 100 bp RNA-seq reads, it was able to map 97.3% and
74.4% of the simulated exonic and spliced junction reads with an accuracy of 99.8% on
the exonic reads; leaving only 9.4% of the dataset unmapped. The percentage of reads,
from a general 100 bp RNA-seq dataset, that was delegated onto the later phases of
BatRNA to align is ~18%.
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The first phase of BatRNA is to use BatAlign as a seeding tool to align the input RNA-
seq reads. For the putative alignments from BatAlign, we will assign a mapping quality
score and a text-edit CIGAR string to each of them. If the mapping quality score is low,
Phase-2 and Phase-3 of BatRNA will remap these reads, and this could mean three things.
Firstly, the putative exonic alignment is repetitive due to its location in repeat or
pseudogenic regions. Secondly, the alignment is weak due to high number of text-edit
operations required to align the read back onto the reference genome. Thirdly, the
putative alignment is heavily clipped with only a small percentage of the read being
aligned to the reference genome by a local alignment routine. The last, unmentioned and
trivial case of a read from BatAlign is that it is left unmapped by BatAlign.
Figure 6.7 shows the possible alignments of an RNA-seq read which spans across single
or multiple exon-exon boundaries. This figure shows the possibility of using a DNA-seq
gapped aligner as a pre-mapping tool for RNA-seq reads but still retains the unbiased
alignment property towards both exon and junction reads of the seed-extend methodology
towards RNA-seq alignment. Unlike TopHat1/2 that only realign primary candidate
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alignments with a certain threshold of edit distance on them from pre-mapping tools,
BatRNA takes into account for the existence of splice junctions even at the DNA-seq
gapped alignment step.
Figure 6.7. Possible alignments on RNA-seq read from BatAlign.
An example CIGAR string given to a simulated junction read by BatAlign would be
“66M34S”. The largest matching segment will be the first 66 bases of the read and this
matching sequence will be treated as an exonic transcript that lies on the left of an exon-
exon boundary of the sample transcriptome. As described later, Phase-2 of BatRNA will
align the rest of the remaining clipped 34 bases of the read downstream, at most 20 kbp
away, of the anchored longest exonic region of this read.
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There are two types of reads that will be passed into this phase of BatRNA: low-quality
alignments and unmapped alignments from Phase-1. Figure 6.8 shows a flowchart on
how these two types of reads are processed by the splice alignment algorithm in BatRNA.
We will start to explain Phase-2 with the similar but simpler case of unmapped
alignments. BatRNA’s splice mapping algorithm is based on a perfect-matching seed-
extend-pairing strategy. It will first align the first two adjacent non-overlapping 18-mer
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of a read segment. If the first 18-mer cannot be anchored, then 5 bases are trimmed from
the 5’ end of the read for each time it fails to anchor itself. If the first 18-mer is anchored
then the second 18-mer of the read will be aligned and be paired using an efficient pairing
(shown in Figure 6.9a) data structure to form a 36 bp exonic segment of the read.
However, if the immediate 18-mer cannot be anchored (shown in Figure 6.9b), Phase-2
will try to pair the anchored portion of the read with the next adjacent and non-
overlapping 18-mer of the read, this will continue until the end of the read. In the event
that two 18-mer can be paired up successfully within the neighbor of each other (within
20 kbp), we will extend the paired candidate alignments of the two 18-mers, called gap-
filling (shown in Figure 6.9c), towards each other, while respecting the donor-recipient
canonical/non-canonical splicing signals. In the event, whereby there are more than one
possible candidate location which can be paired with the anchored region of the read, the
splice junctions detected by the gap-filling procedure are stored in a candidate junction
files for use in Phase-3.
The second type of input to Phase-2 is partial-alignments from Phase-1. If the longest
contiguous matching sequence of the partial-alignment is at least 25 bp then the partial-
alignment is discarded and the read is treated as unmappable by Phase-1. We have
decided on this threshold because the smallest seed used in BatAlign is 25 bp. From here,
the longest contiguous matched sequence is treated as the anchored alignment and due to
the presence of clippings in the partial-alignments, a junction is assumed to exist within
or before the next 18-mer that needs to be aligned. Hence, the second 18-mer away from
the clipped location will be aligned and paired with the already anchored partial
alignment. If the 18-mer can be paired up then it will be extended towards the previously
found partial-alignment (as shown in Figure 6.9d); if not, the algorithm will recursively
proceed to the next non-overlapping 18-mer as described in the preceding paragraph.
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Figure 6.8: A flowchart showing how the splice alignment algorithm in BatRNA
performs splice alignment.
During the extension of the partial-alignments, short-overhanging exons can exist at the
ends of the reads that are due to the presence of splice junctions being sequenced into the
near-ends of the reads, these short-overhangs will be soft-clipped by Phase-2. Phase-3
will refine these exon-exon junctions that appears as soft-clippings in the reads from both
Phase-1 and Phase-2.
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Alignment has always been an independent event between reads until TopHat devised the
idea of exon-islands to localize putative splice junctions without annotations. By
assembling the consensus of regions covered by the alignments of exonic reads from a
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Figure 6.9. Schematic sketches of some possible scenarios that can happen in BatRNA
splice algorithm. a) Adjacent non-overlapping seeds do not span across exon-exon
junctions. b) Anchored seed is near to an exon-exon junction and next immediate 18-mer
is used to seed the alignment. c) After successfully pairing of seeds within spanning
distance of 20 kbp, alignments are extended towards each other to recover the splice
junction on the reference genome. d) New seed is selected for the continual extension of a
current partially anchored alignment.
Bowtie, exon islands can be obtained. Splice-junctions are then localized near the vicinity
of these exon-islands.
Different from TopHat, the gap-filling component in Phase-2 of BatRNA has already
identified the putative splice junctions. The unsupervised learning of splice junctions is
done whenever two adjacent non-overlapping 18-mers from a read are aligned more than
20 bp apart and a gap-filling procedure is done to identify the splice junctions. These
splice junctions are stored in a putative bed-coverage file for Phase-3 to refine the
alignments of short-overhangs. For instance, the cigar string “12M2439N88M” was
previously “11S89M” for read “CGAGAGCTAAAGGAGGTCTTTGGTGATGAC
TCTGAGATCTCTAAAGAATCATCAGGAGTAAAGAAGCGACGAATACCCCGTT
TTGAGGAGGTGGAACAAG”. The 11 clipped bases are then locally aligned to each of
the candidate splice junctions, within 20 kbp of the anchored 89 contiguous exonic bases,
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recorded by Phase-2. Figure 6.10 shows the possible inputs into Phase-3 that are
realigned around a putative splice junction from the splice alignment algorithm in Phase-
2. After which, the mappings are scored similarly with a scoring function similar to
BatAlign. In the event that there are more than two candidate alignments to a read, the
donor-recipient splicing signals will precede over the total intronic gap sizes in an
alignment as a tiebreaker.
Figure 6.10. Possible short overhangs being recovered with local alignment by using
preceding prediction as a guide in an unsupervised manner.
The coverage or the transcript-abundance of the dataset simulated or sequenced will
matter for the performance of this realignment step. If the depth of coverage is low,
Phase-2 may not be able to detect the splicing junctions needed for the realignment of
short-overhang in a read. As such, the same read with alignment CIGAR “11S89M” will
be left unchanged after Phase-3 is complete.
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As the entire array of genomic locations is too large to fit into the main memory of
common personal computers, genomic locations are often sampled at a fixed k interval to



















array, the intermediate suffix-interval can only be converted to a genomic location by
referencing the sampled array in   time. If s is the number of steps
needed to invert the suffix-interval back onto a sampled location, then the actual location
of the alignment can be calculated from 	   
. As each occurrence
of the aligned read needs to be inverted back to a genomic location separately and
independently, the total time needed to find all the genomic locations represented by the
suffix-intervals is      time.
However, if we pre-compute and hash the genomic locations of the k-length string, the
genomic locations can be retrieved in      time
instead. Furthermore, if we pre-process the hashed genomic locations by sorting them, we
can pair the genomic locations for two k-length strings within a distance D in
  time. The data-structure used is a hash-map with the suffix-array
interval and genomic locations as a key and value pair respectively. The building of this
data structure is only a 1-time off effort. In order to avoid large memory overhead, only
strings that have occurrences of more than 1 and less than 200 are hashed by our index-
building routine. This data structure will incur 2.5 GB of the total memory footprint of
BatRNA.
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The length of the seed is chosen as 18 bp long to represent more than 99% of UCSC
RefSeq exon-lengths on a genomic reference without spanning over an exon-exon
boundary [165, 166]. As 18 bp fragment can be over-represented spuriously on the
reference genome for BatRNA to align efficiently, we do not allow any mismatches
or/and gap in the 18-mer seed in our splice alignment algorithm. For the efficiency of the
method, the maximum distance between adjacent exons within a read has to be within 20
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kbp to each other. This threshold on the intronic gap size constitutes for less than 6.1% of
the human genome [229].
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In this chapter, we represented BatRNA; a method that emulates pair-end information
within a single RNA-seq read for efficient alignment of high throughput datasets from
next generation sequencing technologies. Since the introduction of high throughput
sequencing technologies, the dominant improvements brought about by it are increase in
throughput and read-length. However, with longer read-lengths, RNA-seq alignment
algorithms has to be developed to account for the long intronic gap that can exist in a
RNA-seq read which are much larger than an indel gap in DNA-seq read. In order to
handle these large intronic gaps, pioneering alignment tools for RNA-seq reads align
reads gaplessly onto a pre-constructed reference of known transcripts, which is also
known as transcriptome. This strategy is very efficient as gapless alignment can be
performed efficiently using gapless BWT-based aligner in O(Read-Length) time for each
read. However, using the transcriptome as the reference text to align RNA-seq reads with
a gapless aligner will void us of doing de novo detection of novel splice junctions. Albeit
a non de novo methodology, this strategy was extended and gave birth to the
development of popular exon-first strategy such as TopHat (using Bowtie as premapping
tool). By weeding out the exonic seeds out before the computationally dominant splice
alignment algorithms align the unmapped spliced reads, exon-first approaches generally
align faster than seed-extend approaches.
The main shortcoming of exon-first is that it favors towards the alignment of exonic reads
over spliced reads. In other words, exonic reads from RNA-seq experiments may align
more often to pseudogenic regions erroneously than seed-extend methods. TopHat2 tried
to minimize this error rate by realigning reads of a certain threshold of edit-distance
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(capped at 3) from its DNA-seq gapped aligner through its seed-extend splice alignment
routine in hope of realigning the same read with an exonic alignment to a splice
alignment instead. Seed-extend was introduced by pioneering methods such as BLAT and
exonerate to unbiasedly map RNA-seq reads regardless of the existence of splice
junctions in the reads to the genomic reference. By picking the correct seed length and
the intervals between each subsequent seeds on a read are critical to the success of a seed-
extend approach. A long read-length will cause the seed to incur a high edit distance and
miss the correct alignment. The lengths of the seeds are generally short in order to
achieve good sensitivity. Specificity is dependent on how well the seeds are sampled such
that the short seeds can capture the correct alignment of the read. For instance, BLAT
indexes all the non-overlapping 11 bp tiles to achieve good alignment of long EST/cDNA
sequences [32]. Additional heuristics such as perfect seed matches are also used to limit
the number of preliminary partial alignments for post-processing for reasonable
alignment efficiency.
BatRNA was developed as a hybrid between exon-first and seed-extend approaches. This
was done to complement the shortcomings of both approaches under one unified method.
In order to reduce the number of computationally expensive splice alignments needed to
recover splice junctions, Phase-1 uses a gapped aligner that can align ~91% of reads in a
general 100 bp read-length RNA-seq dataset. From here, the unmapped and low quality
alignments from Phase-1 are realigned with our splice algorithm.  Next, we reckon that
18 bp will produce a lot of spurious partially alignment to post-process and, as such, an
efficient pairing data-structure was developed to align pairs of 18 bp in our splice
alignment efficiently. Using our pairing data structure, we are effectively aligning a much
longer seed of 36 bp (2 x 18 bp) than the current seed-extend methods seed-lengths of 10-
25 bp such as SubRead [150].
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In summary, our experiments have shown that BatRNA have achieved better sensitivity
and specificity in handling RNA-seq reads of current common read-lengths on a
reference genome than other compared methods. BatRNA is also the most efficient





In this chapter, we will review on the main contributions of this thesis and discuss future
developments that can be adopted to improve on the proposed methodologies.
The purpose of this thesis is to report on methodologies that provide accurate alignment
of sequence reads from various genomic origins back onto a reference genome. In the
earlier chapters of this thesis, we have reported on the methodologies that aimed at
accurate alignment of bisulfite-treated, gapped and spliced reads.
7.1 (;,;/
The alignment of a read, against a reference index, comprises of two main sequential
steps. The first step involves the retrieval of the suffix-array intervals that represents the
occurrences of the read in the reference-index. The second step, where the bulk of
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computation takes place, involves the conversion of the suffix-array intervals to human-
readable genomic locations.
In BatMeth, List Filtering performs the alignment of a read solely by counting the
number of occurrences of the reads on each possible orientation of the reference-text
without the need to know the exact genomic locations of the reads. List Filtering
improved the sensitivity, specificity and speed of our proposed algorithm. BatMeth was
also developed to account for mismatches attributed from deamination or/and sodium
bisulfite-induced base conversion in both base-space (Illumina reads) and color-space
reads (SOLiD reads). Experiments have also shown that BatMeth aligned reads with less
bias on different genomic contexts (CG, CHH, CHG; where H  G) and different levels
of methylation. Bisulfighter [230] has also reviewed on BatMeth saying that it is the best
method in deciding whether a base is methylated or not.
7.2 (;30.5
The pioneering aligners for next generation sequencing reads were originally designed to
handle only mismatches in the query reads with respect to the reference genome. As
genomic polymorphisms can also comprise of indels and genomic rearrangements,
gapped aligners were developed to better study the complex nature of polymorphisms in
both normal and diseased genomes.
Since a query read can be transformed back to the reference genome through a sequential
order of text-edit operations, we can score such a transformation by assigning scores to
each of the available text-edit operations. The text-edit operations mainly comprised of
the match, mismatch, gap-open and gap-extend steps. By enumerating the number and
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order of text-edit operations to a read, we can score such a transformation that is used to
align the read back onto a reference text. BatAlign uses Reverse-alignment to
incrementally align a read in increasing order of alignment cost as defined by the
combination of match/mismatch/gap scores needed for the alignment of a read. In
addition, Deep-scan was also developed to better differentiate a real-SNP mismatch from
a false base-call mismatch during on-the-fly alignment of a read. Experiments have
shown that BatAlign was able to map highly polymorphic reads (75 to 250 bp long) with
high sensitivity and accuracy over a large range of mapQ scores.
Paired-reads were also first aligned as single-read and were later paired up unbiasedly to
yield accurate alignments. Chimeric/supplementary alignments were also reported for a
single read, under the pair-end mapping mode of BatAlign, to better support the
identification of breakpoints caused by genomic rearrangements. In general, BatAlign is
an improved method for gapped reads.
7.3 (;# 
The advent of RNA-seq data allowed scientists to quantify gene expression on a genome-
wide scale. As RNA-seq reads can singly span across different exons, they can be
challenging to be aligned back onto a reference genome.
BatRNA was developed as a hybrid of both exon-first and seed-extend methodologies.
BatAlign was used as a non-spliced pre-mapping aligner. The main splice-alignment
routine, which emulated paired-end information within a single read, was used to realign
the clipped and unmapped reads from BatAlign. Our experiments have shown that
BatRNA has achieved accurate alignments on both exonic and spliced reads from the
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simulation and real data. It is also reasonably efficient when compared to other methods
of similar memory usage.
7.4 <;<9,,=,3674,5;:
As sequencing technologies continue to advance, the error profiles of reads that are
inherent to these technologies will also change with them. For instance, when the read
length gets longer in the third generation sequencing technologies, the total edit-distance
in a single read will require redevelopment of existing algorithms to better handle such
challenges. Homopolymers can be a prevalent type of sequencing errors over erroneous
single-base-calls too and aligners will have to be redesigned for the efficient and accurate
resolution of such errors.
Alongside with sequencing technologies and alignment algorithms, genomic assemblers
are also producing better assemblies of the reference genomes. For instance, the recent
release of the GRCh38 human genome has included 261 new alternate loci, which are
highly similar to the main loci of the GRCh37 genome. The alignment of reads to the
newer, GRCh38, genome will directly yield more non-unique alignments as these newer
261 alternate loci are highly similar to the main chromosomal sequences. In the future,
aligners should be aware if an alignment is from either the main or alternate loci. Multi-
maps from within the main chromosomes and, between the main and alternate
chromosomes should be treated differently.
Lastly, the alignment of genomic reads can also be tackled from the reference index’s
point of view. Compressed data structures can be developed to compress multiple
reference indices into a single succinct index of the former, for more efficient memory
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DNA comprises of nucleotides and each of them contains a deoxyribose sugar, a
phosphate and a nucleobase. It is usually double-stranded and both strands are bonded
together to form a double-helix structure. The deoxyribose sugar and phosphate will form
the backbone of the double-helix structure and the nucleobase (Adenine, Cytosine,
Guanine and Thymine; ACGT) will be forming hydrogen bonds with another nucleobase
on the reverse-complementary strand of the DNA. The base pair makeup of the DNA was
also hinted by Chargaff’s 1950 experiment and provides a general but not exclusive rule
that adenine and cytosine pairs up with thymine and guanine respectively on opposing
strands of the DNA [231].
DNA replication is the process whereby a new copy of the DNA molecule is replicated
from one original template DNA molecule. This is possible as DNA is composed of two
strands and each strand of the original DNA molecule serves as a template for the
replication of the new reverse-complementary strand. This results in two copies of
double-stranded DNA molecules with each of them consisting of an ‘old’ template strand
and a ‘new’ replicated strand; this is why DNA is semi-conservatively replicated and is
demonstrated to be so in 1958 by Meselson-Stahl experiment [232]. Figure A.1 shows
three postulated methods of replication before Meselson-Stahl experiment.
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Figure A.1. Three postulated methods for DNA replication prior to Meselson-Stahl
experiment.
As DNA replicates prior to mitosis, it must involve initiation of replication, elongation of
DNA fragments and termination of synthesis. For a cell to divide, it must replicates its
DNA first and this process can initialize at various sites known as replication origins.
Initiator proteins will target A-T rich regions of the DNA and recruit other proteins,
unzips the double-stranded DNA and prepares it for replication. As the new DNA is
being synthesized and elongated on the old template DNA, the helicases keep breaking
the hydrogen bonds between the two DNA strands to unwind more regions of the DNA
for elongation.
Figure A.2. Schematic diagram of DNA replication at a replication fork.
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As DNA is always synthesized from the 5’ to 3’ direction, there will be one strand of the
DNA that will be in the ‘wrong’ direction and this is called the lagging strand in DNA
replication; the other strand will be the leading strand. The DNA polymerase will start to
add complementary bases to the template strand after a small RNA fragment attaches
itself to the site of replication origin to prime the elongation process. With respect to the
leading strand, the DNA polymerase will move in the same direction of the helicase.
However, for the lagging strand, the DNA polymerase can only add bases away from the
direction of the helicase and results in replicating the DNA in disjoint but adjacent
fragments called Okazaki fragments. Figure A.2 depicts the process of DNA replication
at one instance of the DNA replication fork. Since there are multiple points of replication
origins, termination of elongation happens when a replication forks meet and this can
occur at many points in a single chromosome.
A.1.2 DNA-RNA Transcription
RNA comprises of nucleotides and each of them contains a ribose sugar, a phosphate and
a nucleobase. It is usually single-stranded. However, RNA can form intra-strand double
helix structure as in the case of the double-stranded DNA by complementary base-pairing
with hydrogen bonds too; as in the case of tRNAs. The ribose sugar and phosphate will
form the backbone of the structure for RNA and the nucleobase (Adenine, Cytosine,
Guanine and Uracil; ACGU).  Three main types of RNA are transcribed from a region of
the DNA as a template and they are messenger-RNA (mRNA), transfer-RNA (tRNA) and
ribosomal RNA (rRNA) [233].  mRNA is a near-duplicate of a region of the template
DNA that will code for a protein sequence. tRNA is a short sequence of ~80 nucleotides
that transfers amino acid to the site of protein synthesis. rRNA is responsible to link the
amino acids from the tRNA to grow the polypeptide chain to form a protein.
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The first step in achieving molecular function is to transcribe a gene region of the DNA
into mRNA in a process called transcription. The mRNA will act as a blueprint for a
protein to be translated from it. In eukaryotes, the process starts by having the RNA
polymerase and other transcription factor(s) to bind to a core promoter sequence in the
DNA, which is usually within a hundred, bases upstream from the transcription start site
(TSS) of a gene. In prokaryotes, protein factors bind to the RNA polymerase, which
affects the binding of the polymerase to the DNA. The RNA polymerase will next start to
move along the promoter region and towards the TSS. Once the RNA polymerase enters
the gene region, it will use base pairing complementarily with the DNA template (non-
coding strand) to create an RNA copy. Different transcription levels of genes are usually
resulted from multiple rounds of transcription or multiple RNA polymerases on a single
DNA template. Elongation of the RNA terminates when the newly synthesized RNA
segment contains a GC rich and subsequent Us rich sequence or the ‘Rho’ protein
destabilize the interaction between the template DNA and the mRNA. These two
mechanisms cause the template DNA and RNA polymerase to disengage from one
another and the synthesis of any new RNA segments to cease.
A.1.2.1 Genes and Splicing
A gene is a biological unit of hereditary material. It can also refer to subsequences of
DNA and it provides the blueprints for the RNA polymerase to synthesize proteins from
it. In eukaryotic cells, the RNA that is transcribed from the DNA will undergo more post-
transcription modifications [234]. At the 5’ end of the pre-mRNA, a single G will have its
5’ end attached to it, whereas at the 3’ end, a poly-A tail will be added. This capping on
both ends of the untranslated regions (UTRs) of the pre-mRNA fragment will result in 3’
endings and protect the fragment from being cleaved at the 5’ end by exonucleases.
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Figure A.3 shows the differences in the markup of genomic features between pre-mRNA
and mRNA.
Figure A.3. Illustration of introns and exons in pre-mRNA and the maturation of mRNA
by splicing.
A pre-mRNA fragment contains adjacent sequences of nucleotides that will either be
translated to protein or not; namely, exons and introns respectively [235]. In eukaryotic
cells, cleaving the introns away, leaving the exons behind, matures the pre-mRNA
fragment. This event is known as splicing and the genomic locations where introns are
being cleaved at are called splice sites. From the literature, we can observe that these
splice sites tends to be conserved with canonical signals (GT-AG, donor-acceptor) at rate
of >98% on splicing events in humans [177].
Splice sites can sometimes reside completely in exonic or intronic regions. In other words,
splicing can sometimes happen or not happen at a splice site and this is known as
alternate splicing [236]. This gives the possibility of a single gene to code for several
proteins, which makes it more efficient as a single gene region may have more than one
functional product. In fact, the human DNA is so efficient in this sense that ~95% of
multi-exons gene regions can express more than one functional product [237].
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Currently, SGS technologies produce RNA-seq data from sequencing matured mRNA
fragments. As such, the intronic regions are left out from the spliced sequencing read.
Before scientists can study the transcription levels of genes, they have to map the RNA-
seq reads back to the human DNA reference genome by taking these intronic gaps into
account too. The alignment of RNA-seq read proved to be a challenge as seen from the
myriad of computational methods developed to solve it. In the following chapter, we will
review on the techniques developed for the alignment of RNA-seq reads.
A.1.3 RNA-Protein Translation
Proteins are chains of polypeptide sequences that are made up of some combinations of
amino acids. The polypeptide chain folds into a 3-D structure, which will define its
cellular functions. Generally, proteins are studied at four levels of granularity. At the
finest level, the structure of a protein can be studied by the sequence of amino acids,
which represents it. Next, secondary local structures such as the α-helix and β-pleated
sheets are formed when amino acids of the same polypeptide are joined together by
hydrogen bonds. Thirdly, tertiary structures are folded into configurations due to the
attractive/repulsive forces between secondary local structures. Lastly, quaternary
structures are formed when two or more proteins come together to form a more complex
3-D structure.
Proteins are synthesized from an mRNA sequence by a ribosome complex through a
process called translation. Translation starts with the ribosome binding to the 5’ end of
the mRNA. The ribosome will then decode the mRNA in consecutive non-overlapping
frames of 3 bases called a codon. The start codon for translation is “ATG” and serves as
an initiation site for translation. While the ribosome traverses across the mRNA, tRNAs
carrying specific amino acids with complementary anti-codon sequences to that of the
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mRNA will have the amino acids chain together into a polypeptide. The chain will
terminate when the ribosome faces a stop codon (UAA, UAG or UGA) and this recruit a
release factor protein to disassemble the entire ribosome-mRNA complex. The
synthesized chains of polypeptide will then give itself the molecular functions with the
structure that it folds itself into or by integrating with other secondary or tertiary
structures as mentioned before.
